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PIPE DREAM 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Supervisor of Mechanics Jim Brlll (In hole] patches up a broken water main near 
the health center whUe Supervisor of Ground Construction Nick McCabe observes. 
Rodents inf est Terraces 
By Erin.Negley 
Ithacan Staff 
Lisa Wyman '00 returned to 
her room in Terrace 11 after. 
Thanksgiving break and found 
an empty bag of peanuts stuffed 
under her heater. The power 
had gone off and the guys down 
the hall were complaining they 
were hungry, so she confronted 
them about eating her peanuts. 
However, they were not the 
culprits. 
It was then she realized mice 
were the thieves. Hysterical 
that night, Wyman 
said to her 
neighbors, 
"Oh my 
God, 
they ate 
every-
thing." 
They 
had, in fact, 
eaten all of her 
food, a box of tissues, 
a Tupperware container 
and chewed on the rub-
ber trim around the bot-
tom of the wall. 
'The boys [down the 
hall] live in squalor, and 
they don't have 
mice," Wyman 
said. 
However, 
they don't have 
rodents living in the heater con-
nected to their room. The ver-
min move through holes in the 
heaters in three Terrace 11 
rooms: Wyman's room, 122, 
the kitchen next to her room 
and her neighbor Tricia 
Ackennan's room, 120. 
"You can hear them scurry-
ing through the walls," 
Ackerman '00 said. "Candy 
from Lisa's room was carried 
through the heater, and I found 
it under my bed." 
Currently, there are three 
traps under Wyman's bed. 
"I'm afraid to sleep at 
night," she said. 
The two sophomores are not 
alone in the rodent infestation 
problem. Across the hall, rats 
forced the three residents of 
"By far this is the worst 
[rodent] situation I've seen," 
said Dave Prunty, assistant 
director of Residential Li fc 
Operations, who has been at 
Ithaca College for 11 years. 
The residents of room 115 
came back from Thanksgiving 
break and everything seemed 
nonnal, said Mara Sommer '00, 
except she noticed a pair of her 
sneakers were chewed. 
"I thought they were worn 
out," she said. 
room 115 to move out. But then Sommer said she 
'The exterminating compa- pulled something out from 
ny believes the rodent problem under her bed and saw a pile of 
is due to the blasting rat droppings. 
ning." 
,;ut "The custodian came 
lflVJfi""-._~ , and cleaned it up and 
set a trap," Sommer 
said. "I was up all 
night waiting for 
it to go off. A 
friend slept over 
because we 
were scared." 
The room-
.nates said 
they knew 
they really 
had a prob-
1 em when 
they heard the 
rats the 
next night. 
Rats, not mice, infe-;tcd 
room 115 because the fire door 
in their room leads to the boiler 
room. 
"The fire door is a rat 
motel," Racine Emmons '00, 
see RATS, page 4 
Delayed project 
begins at Ford 
Budget problems lead to changes 
By Cole Louison 
Ithacan Staff 
The mammoth project that will 
nearly double the siLe of the music 
school at Ithaca College is finally 
underway. 
The ground that the 65,000 foot 
addition will rest on was fenced off 
Wednesday, nearly nine months after 
a groundbreaking ceremony that fea-
tured then-president James Whalen 
digging a gold brick out of the ground 
and waving it in the air. 
Problems with the cost of the addi-
tion vs. the amount of money the 
College could raise arc the reason for 
this late start, said Tom Salm, vice 
president of Business Affairs. 
S_imilar problems arose previously 
with· the construction of the New 
Science Building. 
The estimated cost of the addition 
began to take shape when architectur-
al plans were completed and the 
College invited a group of contractors 
to bid on the project. 
This past October, when construc-
tion was set to begin, bids were due 
from all of the construction compa-
nies. 
Because so much of the new build-
mg 1s specialized to carry and contain 
sound and because it needed to be 
attached to the present music school. 
Ford Hall, this will be an expensive 
project, and bids were high, Salm 
said. 
This led to a process known a~ 
value engineering, which has slowed 
the project. 
Value engineering is a changing of 
various specifics in the original plans 
in order to reduce costs. 
"It's a complicated process," Salm 
said. 
Salm wanted to stress these 
changes will not affect the size of or 
the facilities in the new building and 
that the process of value engineering 
is a common one. 
Revisions included changing the 
carpet and finding a cheaper air con-
ditioning system. "No one is going to 
care," he said. 
"The quality and caliber of the 
music that is taught and learned and 
performed will have nothing to do 
with [the changes] whatsoever," said 
Bonnie Gordon, vice president of 
College Relations. 
Value engineering, Salm said, is 
the final step in planning before 
building begins. 
Gordon heads the campaign that, 
for the past 18 months, worked with 
corporations, foundations and indi-
viduals to raise money for the addi-
tion. 
"We have had a very, very positive 
response," G.mlon said. 
The campaign. wlw.:h htgan I:-< 
month~ ago. ha~ ra1~ed o\cr 'i>8.6 11111-
lion ~o far and will read1 $10 m1l11on 
by the end of May. Gordon ~aid. 
"We have a long, ~trong h1~tor) ol 
making the campaign goab, and wc 
intend to keep th1~ one," ~aid Gordon. 
"We will get there." 
If the campaign reaches the SI 0 
million point by the end of May, thcy 
will be awarded a Kresegc Grant. a 
"The quality and caliber 
of the music that is taught 
and learned and per-
formed will have nothing 
to do with [ the changes J 
whatsoever. " 
-Bonnie Gordon, vice 
nresident of college relations. 
_r __ ----·--·-- ------ ---- -
prestigious music grant, for $500,000, 
which will help the campaign reach 
its long term goal of $10.5 million 
Architects, engineers and contrac-
tors have been paid from other fund~ 
as they have been working, Gordon 
said. 
The original design for the huild-
mg was devi~ed by an Ohio architec-
ture firm specializing in huildmg~ 
with acoustical requirement\. 
When closer examination ol the 
grounds began for the local buildmg 
regulations, local arclutecb were 
called in. 
The local architecture fmn, 
Hoffman, O'Brien, Look, Taube and 
Chiang, has workeq all over campu~. 
including the Park School and the 
new Health Science and Human 
Performance building. 
The current construction i~ now 
fully supervised by a local firm. The 
contracting company hired wa~ 
Welliver McGuire, Inc., a finn out of 
Elmira, New Yor.k. 
Salm said changing architects 1~ a 
common practice, especially in case~ 
where the building is designed for 
specific purposes, such as carrying 
sound . 
In these cases, fewer architects arc 
available, and those requiring special-
ization need to search further. 
When actual construction hcgins, 
local firms often take over the project. 
usually following the original design-
er's plans. It is done simply hecau~e 
they are more accessible, and ll cosb 
the investor less, said Salm. 
On the Ithaca College web page, a 
section on the renovations to the 
music school features an image of the 
new school and another image of the 
new auditorium. 
1ne section is introduced with the 
following text: "Scheduled to open 
during the I 998/Q9 academic 
year ... " 
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Forum held to discuss parking COD:cerns 
By Joe Gervase 
Ithacan Staff 
Tricia Johnson '99 said she 1s 
tired of waiting to get a parking 
~pot on campus. 
"ll ,~ difficult to find a spot 
when there arc a lot of cars that sit 
there all of lhc tune. Sometimes 11 
lakes 20 n11nutc~ lo park my car 
and I am late to class as a result," 
Johnson said. 
Johmon was one of aboul 2.'i 
~ludents who attended a trans-
portatwn forum held la~t 
Thur,day in Textor IOI to discuss 
parkmg ,~~ucs and possible meth-
ods of reducing the number of 
cars on campus. 
A panel of spokespeople for 
related organizations addressed 
the proposed questions, concern~ 
and suggestions. 
The hassle of finding a parking 
~pot wa~ a common concern 
among drivers. 
Johnson ~uggcstcd assigning 
each car owner a ~pccif1c lot 
based on the frequency and pur-
pose of their vehicle. 
She sau.l that commuters, for 
example, may benefit from desig-
nated lots while those cars rarely 
used would not take up promment 
~races. 
Katie Donovan '00 agreed. 
She said many of the blue-lot fac-
ulty and administrative vehicles 
arc parked early in the morning 
and not used until the owner 
leaves for the day. 
Brian McArcc, a~sociate vice 
pre~idcnt for student affairs and 
campus life, said, "Everybody has 
concerns about parking, hence it 
is very difficult to satisfy all par-
lics," McArce said. 
'That is a good suggestion, but 
11 would mean meeting one spe-
cial community need and proba-
bly raismg issues with some oth-
ers," he said. 
Scan Heffron '99, student gov-
ernment association vice pres,-
The lthacarvt<elly Burdick 
Tricia Johnson '99 voices her opinion about parking problems at last Thursday's meeting of the Hhaca College Environment Society . 
Solutions to parking problems ranged from riding bikes to not allowlng freshmen to have cars. 
dent for student affairs, said, 
"From a student's standpoint, it's 
just kind of convenient. You still 
have the exact same number of 
spots, you 're Just moving the blue 
lots further away and the red lots 
close. Who is to say that the red 
spots won't be full?" 
McAree said the College used 
to have a more specific system of 
designated parking lots and later 
decided that the overall space was 
not being used efficiently. 
Laura Cohen '99 said she has 
had a car here since last year. 
She became so frustrated with 
parking that she takes the bus 
now. 
"I am much happier now and I 
am not stressed out about park-
ing," Cohen said. 
Phil Hophan '98, who chaired 
the meeting, said that students 
may be discouraged to bring a car 
if the registration fee were higher. 
Donovan said, "Why don't we 
simplify and just cut out freshman 
cars? The College encourages and 
caters to the car culture." 
Heffron said, "Another idea 
we· ve kicked around as an option 
is not to say that freshman cannot 
have cars, but perhaps a freshman 
lottery." 
~lternativ~s like better promo-
tion of public transportation were 
also discussed . . 
Craig Fasullo '01 said, "I 
know that the bus leaves Textor at 
five after [the hour], but I've been 
downtown at a bus stop and I 
really have no idea what I'm 
doing." 
"I've ended up walking back 
to campus with no lights and no 
sidewalks, almost getting hit by a 
car," he said. 
Nancy Oltz, Ithaca Transit sys-
tems manager, represented Ithaca 
Transit and Tompkins Area 
Consolidated Transit. 
Oltz said suggestions of earlier 
arrival and service to the off-cam-
pus Circles Apartments would 
help in the development of TCAT. 
McAree said, "We [the admin-
istration] are willing to work with 
you on these issues." 
"As a community we've got to 
build support to change these 
issues. It's the people that 
make the difference," he said. 
Paul Vidovich '98, chair-
man for the Transportation 
Alternatives Group, said he 
was glad to see communica-
tion between students and 
administration. 
100-year-old oak to be axed Briefly By Joe Gervase 
Ithacan Staff 
"President Dillingham and his 
daughter used to ride horses 
1hrough the once pa~turc land. 
and when they were tired, they 
\\ ould rc~l under that oak:· said 
John Han:ourt. fom1er profc,~or 
of Engl1~h and tl~e College\ fir~l 
lw,tonan 
The large hollo~ed oal-. at lhc 
111>rth end ol Ford Hall ~tood high 
upon Sllulh Hill over Cayuga\ 
\\aler, long before the College 
\la, e~lahli,hed 111 I X92 And 
attn I 00 y car, of ;1grng. the Ii\ -
1ng landrna1k will be removed 
due lo ,afcly concern~ 
Harcourt said, "In the '60s it 
was an extremely bare campus. 
Everything but that tree was 
cleared away to make room for 
the buildings. The rest was mud." 
Arthur Ostrander, dean of the 
School of Mw,ic, said, 'Tm sad-
dened. ii has been a lie-in to the 
earlier generations or music fac-
ulty and studcnb." 
"Apparently, many years ago," 
Ostrander said, "there were con-
certs held under the tree before 
He said Finegan detennined the 
tree's inevitable fate. 
"We've managed to give it 
some extra time by carefully trim-
ming dead branches, fertilizing 
the ground and eliminating insect 
infestations," said Roger 
Castcrl inc, superintendent for 
grounds. 
The Ithaca College 
Environmental Society will hold 
a ceremony today at 12 p.m. at 
the North end of Ford Hall to pay 
the College was relocated up to their respeeb and celebrate the 
South Hill." life or an old farrnliar friend. 
Dave Maley. director of public 
111format10n. said certified 
arboml Daniel Finegan wa~ hired 
in September to examine the tree. 
Jame~ Sharp '98, pre~idenl of 
ICES, said, "All of us arc in some 
way conncclcd to lhe tree. ll's the 
only real landmark on eampu~." 
BILLIARDS LOUNGE 
171 E. State Street 
Lower Level, Center Ithaca 
(Enter Green Street Side) 
15 of the Best Pool Tables in Ithaca 
272-7665 ARCADES TOO 
1·.:i. ' ... 0 ' ~ • 0 • , • ' • ••• 
• AIDS WORK will provide a 
free meal to people who are 
HIV positive and their families, 
will be on Tuesday, Dec. 16. 
For more information call 
Christine at 272-4098. 
• In honor of Human Rights 
Day, Amnesty International will 
present Asma Barias, who will 
hold a discussion regarding 
poverty, environmental degra-
dation, war and human rights. 
It will be held in the 
MacDonald Lounge, tonight, at 
7p.m. 
. . ' . ' .. 
:·~ORJIECTIONS . 
~ '! • ~ ,. • - _.;. 
• It is the lthacan's policy to 
report all errors of fact. 
Contact the news department 
at 274-3207. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COLLSGSTOWN'S : 
VE'SAN ALTSRNA'IWS: 
• 
reA.tar111: • •A FULL • 
VEGETARIAN MENU • 
• 
• TRADITIONAL AND • 
VEGAN PASTRIES & • • 
DESSERTS • 
• 
• NIGHTLY • 
INTERNATIONAL • 
• DINNER SPECIALS • 
• SERVING FOOD THAT ANYONE COUW WYE, • 
FROM BRUNCH, TO LUNCH, TO I.ATE NIGHT! : 
: !08' E:l'SWART AVSNUS • 21'/-4'1'10: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Park scholars announced 
Five receive scholarship package valued at $25,000 
By Robert B. Bluey 
Ithacan Staff 
Earlier this year, Jamie 
Pudney '98 and her house-
mates received several letters 
from the dean's office in the 
Roy H. Park School of 
Communications. 
"We were in the kitchen 
opening the letters," Pudney 
said. 
"Everyone else was throw-
ing theirs away and I said 'I 
think mine says something dif-
ferent than yours,"' she said. 
Pudney, a corporate com-
munications major, was cme of 
five recipients of the Park 
Scholar of Achievement 
Award for the 1997-98 school 
year. 
The other recipients of the 
scholarship arc Brad Bisbing 
'01, Melissa Bernardin '01, 
Cara Lutcrek '00 and 
Christopher Shine '99. 
The scholarship, which is 
valued at up to $25,000, pays 
full tuition for those who 
receive it. 
The scholarship was made 
possible following a $ JO mil-
lion grant awarded to the Roy 
H. Park Foundation in May 
1996. 
"These scholarships recog-
nize students who have 
demonstrated significant acad-
emic and creative achievement when she heard the news that 
in communications, involve- she wa,; a winner of the schol-
ment in relevant co-curricular arship. 
activities and community ser- · "I had to go home and get 
vice both at Ithaca College and something and saw a FedEx 
in the larger community," said envelope sticking out of 1hc 
Thomas Bohn, dean of the mailbox," Bernardin said. 
Roy H. Park School of "When I opened it in my 
Communications. friend's car I started screaming 
Bi5bing, a high school hysterically." 
senior al the time, was nearing Bernardin, a television-
the deadline for sending in his radio major, said she is grate-
notice of acceptance to the ful that she had the opportum-
College when he found out he ty lo apply for the scholarship. 
won the schol- ____________ "I wouldn't 
arship. "When I opened it in my say I deserve 
"I had to friend's car I started it over any-
chose between screaming hysterically." one else, 
N c w h O u s c -Melissa Bernardin 'O I because I [Syracuse -- ------------- - · know every-
University I or Ithaca," said one in Park is really dedicated 
Bisbing, a broadcast journal- to studying communications," 
ism major. she said. 
With a deadline of May I, Bemardm said she wants to 
Bisbing sent his acceptance to pursue a career in children's 
Ithaca College on April 29. educational television. She 
The next day, April 30, he too currently works for 
received a letter from the Mooshncw's Corner, a chil-
College in the mail. drcn's show that airs weekly 
The letter said he was one on ICTV. 
of the recipients of the Park Luterck first heard about 
Scholar of Achievement the scholarship in the summer 
Award. when she received a letter 
"I've worked hard all my from the Dean. 
life," he said. "I try to never "At the time I didn't realilc 
settle for anything less than I was applying for the h1g 
perfection." one," Lutcrck said. "I had no 
Bernardin was also in her idea." 
senior year of high school Lutcrck is majoring in cor-
poratc communication and has 
both advcrtismg/public rela-
tions and recreation minor. She 
is also a teaching a.'>~i~tanl tor 
Presentation Support Media. 
"I feel hkc I live in this 
place," she said about the Park 
School of Communication~. 
Lutcrck is a member of the 
Oracle Society and volunteers 
at the Ithaca Arca Church and 
Community After School 
Program for children in Ithaca. 
Shine was having a bad day 
when he checked his mailbox 
and found out he won the 
scholarship. 
"I had a bad radio show and 
it was just one of those average 
days," Shine said. 
"I was also on hall duty 
both hiday and Saturday 
night," said Shine who 1s a 
Resident Assistant m Cla1ke 
Hall. 
He 1s al~o a telcv1sion-
radio maJor, the station manag-
er at WICB, a member of the 
Oracle Society and 1s on the 
President's Host Committee, 
which gives tours of the 
College. 
Shine bought a new com-
puter with money provided in 
the scholarship. 
Shme said smce he has won 
the award he ha~ continued to 
work hard and do well acade-
mically. 
. ,', 
:.,, ... \;}' '4, ,_ 
.~;\~(\:. ;i,[j/J; ::/. 
Chris Shine '99 
., 
Broken line leaves Park dry 
By ~obert B. Bluey 
Ithacan Sta ff 
-------·---
A ruptured water line left 
the lower parts of campus 
without water for three hours 
Friday, Dec. 5. 
The break occurred in a 
main water line adjacent to 
the Hammond Health Center, 
which forced the College to 
shut off water to the lower 
quads, Roy H. Park Hall and 
the health center, said Fred 
Vanderburgh, assistant direc-
tor for construction and facil-
ities maintenance at the 
College. 
Physical Plant workers 
discovered the break when 
they noticed water bubbling 
from the ground. 
The workers began dig-
ging al 10 a.m. and the line 
was repaired by I :30 p.m., 
Vanderburgh said. 
"It's a main line that feeds 
that whole end of campus," 
he said. "We had to shut it 
down because we can't have 
water at I 00 pounds psi 
spraying al us while fixing 
it." 
"When a main line breaks 
we can't isolate it and just 
shut one building down," 
Vanderburgh said. "That 
main, depending on where it 
is, could affect four of five 
buildings or half of the cam-
pus." 
Justin B1sccglio '98, a 
monitor m the Park photo 
lab, said students were 
unable to print photographs 
or develop film. 
"We were told it might he 
shut off but no one told us 
for sure," Bisceglio said. 
Dustin Cook 'O I, a resi-
dent of Clarke Hall, was at 
basketball practice at the 
time the water was off. 
"I heard it would he shut 
off hy word of mouth," 
Cook said. "It d1dn 't effect 
me because l wasn't there." 
Vanderburgh said the 
problem occurred because 
Ithaca College sib on ~hale 
rock and when the rock frac-
tures it moves the pipes 
forcing them to crack. 
"Everybody in this area 
experiences 1t," he said. 
"There is a lot of gcothemial 
movement here.'' 
Vanderburgh !>a1d this 
problem occurs mostly m the 
spring and fall. 
"No matter what s11uat1on 
we're in we alway!> respond 
to make sure the studcnb 
have a good life here at 
Ithaca," he said. "Sometimes 
l think we make it too good." 
He said that as long as peo-
ple live these types of prob-
lems arc hound to happen at 
~ome point in life. 
Vanderburgh '>,lid. 
"Student!> think tlus 1s the 
only place m the world that'~ 
perfect, and it'~ not." 
Brad B19blng '01 
Jamie Pudney '98 
~TANft'Jue* 
SUN TANNING STUDIO ~
BIG 
AL'S 
STORE HOURS: 
\l"11d:1: - rln11,d,1: 
l·ml,I: c\: S,11urd,1: 
() ,I 111 IP \J1d111~lil 
11 ,1111 1,, I ,1111 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
272-5598 
609 W. Clinton St. 
THE ORBIT IS HERE ! 
12 Minute Tanning Bed, Just $1.00 Per Minute 
Gift Certificates Available. Great for the Holidays. 
~----r----T----~----~ I Single • Double • Triple • Four I 
I Facial Bed : Facial Bed : Facial Bed : Facial Bed I 
I 5 Sessions : 5 Sessions : 5 Sessions : 5 Sessions I 
I $15.00 : $20.00 : $25.00 : $30.00 I L----L----~----J----~ 
272-3448 
1103 DANBY RD. 
r---------
Sund,t) S ,I 111 l<> ,-..!1d111glit 
FREE DELIVERY: 
Monday - Thur,d.1y I I ,1 111 10 \t1d111glit 
Friday I I ,1 111 to I a rn 
Saturday. 
Sunday· 
Noon to I a 111 
Noon to M1dm~ht 
* Help Wanted - Drivers Needed 
--------, 
1 FREE TOPPING! FREE TOPPING! 1 
: Buy any rizza at regular price and receive a FREE TOPPIN(;: 
I (TAX INCLUDED) I 
I *YOUMllSl ~IENJlON:\llWJIENOl{l)l'.l<lNGA'.'Jlll'RESl::--1 ll l"l'O'.'-il'l'Rt°Jl\s;l."" I 
IE.XPIRES 12/IX/l)7 N<HVAUllWlrll -\N) OIIIER()f'f"ER .J 
~------------------------------
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RATS 
conhnued from page 1 
the ~econd d1.~pl:11:cd roommate. 
~aid, 
The following mghl, Dec. 2. 
the roommates !,)ept rn other 
friends· rooms because they 
lound fresh dropprngs, said the 
thml roommate, Ely!->c Adcbtcin 
'00. 
After contacting !heir rc.\i-
,.knce director, Michdc 
Gunkelman, they were given the 
option of either moving into a 
lounge rn the Towers or being 
~cparated JO rooms across carn-
pm,. 
··we didn't want to be !mov-
rngj our stuff over to the Towers, 
especially this lime of year," 
Sommer said. 
The next mmnmg. Re~idenual 
Life gave the roommates pemw,-
swn to move inro the ~rudy 
lounge on the floor upstairs. 
Now their room is empty 
except for posters left on the 
walls and the numerous traps lit-
tering the floor. 
In Terrace 9, mice ate some of 
Mal! Landry's cookies and one of 
hb chocolate bars that he kept 
close to the floor. The mice also 
got to the room through rhe 
heater. 
"Our food started 10 gel 
munched on, so {exterminators! 
Imel sricky traps and caught two 
mice," Landry ·99 said. 
However, the fur of one of the 
1111cc wa~ ripped off hy the trap 
and !he other hied lo death 
"The l~tickyl trap~ weren't 
very humane," Landry said. He 
.\uggested exterminators u.,e !raps 
that do not "prolong the mice's 
ag<lny." 
In Terr;JCe 11, ex.tcnninatms 
fm,1 put !>led wool in the holes in 
the heaters and placed 1r;ip~ wilh 
tracking powder ourside afler a 
field mouse was found. The mice 
cannot chew through lhe !,led 
wool. At:kerman said she was 
concerned about th1~ solulion. 
"The mice will die im,ide 1hc 
hearer and we'll have to smell the 
dead mi.:e," :-he ~aid 
The Terrace 11 cxlcnninallon 
1~ now handled by Rent A Kill, the 
company !hat was successful Ill 
endrng Terrace 9\ rodent prob-
lem. 
Pest complaints on campus .ire 
referred lo Physical Plant. If they 
.:anno1 handle lhe problem, the 
school has a contracr with Acme 
Pest Control, Mr. Prunty said. 
Rent A Kill usually extermi-
nates only the Campus Center and 
the dining halls, but they were 
asked to help in the Terraces, said 
Rick Couture. assistant director 
for Facilities Services at Physical 
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Residents plagued with rats and mice In the Terraces may soon resort to buying their own traps to 
combat the pesky rodents. Officials say the problem may have been worsened by construction. 
Plant. 
The new ex.termination com-
pany inspected the rooms in the 
Terraces to identify the points of 
entry, They sci up traps in the 
rooms and in the wooded area lo 
stop the mice before they make 
their entry into the building, Ms. 
Prunty said. 
Mike Foote, manager of Acme 
Pest Control in Dryden, advises 
students to "close holes that allow 
access 10 the building and keep 
food m containers" to prevent 
infestation. 
However. the residents of 
room 115 said they followed his 
advice and now are living in a 
study lounge. 
The displaced students 
requested new, clean mattresses 
when they moved. They also had 
10 wash the towels, sheets and 
comforters that were under their 
beds. 
"A lot of [the residents of 
Terrace 11 J think it's stupid for us 
to move at the end of the semes-
ter," Adelstein said. "They stare 
at us." 
In the case of finals-week 
study needs, however, there 1s 
another lounge downstairs. 
-, , ---.,,. -}"',-,~-: ·':-;:: .·--~-:, ... ;, ,,-_J,·j,\'"""""""/~~! 
. ,,,: ' . . ' : '}._"·.· \:\/ :·.' t, :.,;,~ l\.~51J-----------------------------------------------
Monday, Dec. 1 - Saturday, Degree, Sub 1-2 
Dec.6 Location: West Tower 
Summary:Staff member reported 
Monday, Dec. 1 receiving harassing phone calls. 
Report taken. 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: Ford Hall I Wednesda~ Dec.3 
Summary: Statt member report-
ed that a switch.plate and switch • Larceny Value, No Degree 
was damaged In an academic Location: Cerracche Athletic 
building. Report taken. Center 
Summary: Staff member report-
• Fire Alarms, Accidental ed that field mark.ers were taken 
Location: Holmes Han sometime after the Cortland 
Summary:Accidental fire alarm State football game. 
caused by plumbers working ,n 
the building. • Unlawful/Post Advertisement, 
No Degree 
Tuesday, Dec.2 Location: E Lot 
Summary: Staff member report-
• Aggravated Harassment, 2nd ed that an unknown person is 
.-~1\J (r31 77 ~ 
.lS.~u ~ 
StlldentFares 
FIIDAYS! 
a, Schedules Daily 
I To New York City 
3 Schedules Daily 
Westchester & Long Island 
JFK •LaGuardia•Newark 
SPECIAL COUPONS! 
putting fliers on Volkswagen in Upon receipt of the wallet, owner 
the parking areas. lnd'1vidual was · stated that money and credit 
located and warned about distrib- cards were missing. 
uting fliers on campus. 
Friday, Dec. 5 
Thursday, Dec. 4 
• Aggravated Harassment, 2nd 
• Conduct Code Violation, Degree 
Unauthorized Possession Location: Garden Apartment 
Property Summary: -Residents reported 
Location: G Lot receiving a harassing phone call. 
Summary: Staff member report- Report taken. 
ed finding a lost/stolen permit in 
another vehicle on campus. • Larceny, No Degree 
Report taken. Location: Boothroyd Hall 
Summary: Two students reported 
• Larceny/Credit Card 4th money was taken from their resi-
Degree dence hall room. Report taken. 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Owner of a wallet a Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
was notified that it was found. Location: Ford Hall-Ground Floor 
• 
Tfie lletjih 
Cafe aJrl ~~rt! 
S~: 
(Julld ?lukd v~ 
wid 'G~ V~ue 
13.t/5 
~ .. 
;;~?It~'?"·'--~--
"""' (Ju.wt;,_,,__ ~«.cu~- & 
.. S'-, 7-.u e"""' Suta 
111.9S 
P~: 
Sa.«,U«{ ~ S~ 
S~Stt,te-
Su f},_Jd S"""-,- ~"""' fuliu,u 
f"'- s,,u.d. ~-1'~. e/&'llle. 
& 1<11.Ue 1U1u S4c« S«ll-Ui ~ .l.""""" 
111.9S 
'Cud ()CLe,t, 'P"""4: 
~ e~ fhuek1t1t Ptna-
t;.utd ~ e~ if ..... e, 'Pt.u.. 
f-.4(.,. Sµ,,td.. u,,i e~ ~ 
lf,25 
257-4144 
For Holiday Shopping At Woodbury Common Premium Outlets 
Show your ticki::t stub! 7ak 'fl?t. 13 1t, 
{,uJm~to 
7~eut, 
tj0,2~to 
Timberland • Rockport • Tommy Hilfiger • Nine West 
~HC1FITL.lvE· www.shortlinebus.com 
Ithaca Bus Terminal • '110 West State St. • 277.S800 e~~-
Summary: Unknown person 
broke exterior dual-pane window. 
Custodial requested to clean up 
glass. Report taken. 
• Conduct Code Violation, Acts 
Of Dishonesty 
Location: L Lot 
Summary: Current vehicle plate 
and parking decal did not match 
on vehicle. Vehicle ticketed. 
Charges pending. 
Saturday, Dec. 6 
• Criminal Mischief, 4th Degree 
Location: Lyon Hall 
Summary: Report of damage to 
lights over sink in 1st floor bath-
room. Report taken 
STA Travel offers 
student discounts 
on demastic 
travel. too. 
800-777-0112 
www.sta-travel.com 
STA Tr,nil C-:-Ji 
thel'.111ltf\i1 1 ,e\l ~j 
slutlen! 11.1111 STA TRAVE 
organ11at1011 We've been there. 
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Bad Business 
Commons merchants 
point to rent, kids 
By Christina V. Tormey 
Editor in Chief 
The Ithaca Commons, once a 
prosperous and popular place 
among area residents, appears to 
be in trouble. Store-owners and 
residents alike complain that 
empty storefronts, a threatening 
atmosphere and parking problems 
have driven people away. 
Fifteen of the 68 retail spaces 
on the Commons-22 percent-
are currently vacant, including 
one that has been empty for five 
years. Some say that rental rates 
make it difficult to run a prof-
itable business. 
"Landlords arc charging too 
much," said Laura Gardner, who 
works at Zuz.u's, a vintage cloth-
ing store on the Commons. "But 
the real problems arc the empty 
storefronts. Nobody wants to 
travel only to see empty stores." 
Julie Schroeder, who manages 
Homespun, spent 20 years on the 
Commons before moving to East 
State Street earlier this year. Her 
reason for moving: the rent and 
the empty storefronts. 
Commons business closings 
for 1997 include Pizza Hut, Taco 
Bell, La Forza and the Foundry. 
Incognito is also preparing to 
close. 
"The landlords are clearly 
doing something wrong," said Joe 
Wetmore, co-owner of Autumn 
Leaves Used Books and board 
member of the Ithaca Downtown 
Partnership. 
The IDP, fonnerly known as 
the Business Improvement 
District (BID), is a private, non-
profit organization c;reated last 
year to stimulate the downtown 
economy. Any property that pays 
property tax and is located in the 
designated business improvement 
district pays an additional assess-
ment that partially funds the part-
nership. The organization also 
receives money from the town 
and county. 
"Obviously if a space is empty 
year after year, there's something 
that's not being done right," said 
Wetmore. "There's a big problem 
with breaking the Commons up 
into smaller and smaller shops 
under the idea that smaller shops 
gel a higher per-square-foot 
rental. It also changes the dynam-
ics of some of the stores." 
Wetmore said by breaking up 
larger stores, landlords arc shut-
ting out a broad sector of the 
economy. Furniture, appliance 
and even clothing stores will not 
be able lo run a business out of 
such a small area. 
"The Commons becomes a 
specialty area, and people don't 
come down becam,c they can't 
get socks, shoes, the things they 
need in general, everyday life," 
he said. "They can just gel nice 
little bowls and artpieccs. It's not 
balanced out. You want variety." 
One name that frequently aris-
es in complaints about high rent is 
that of landlord Jason Fane, 
whose Ithaca Rental Company 
owns six of the vacant buildings 
on the Commons. He said the area 
needs better marketing. 
''There are many people who 
don't even know that Ithaca 
exists," he said. "When we adver-
tise, half of the ad talks about 
everything but the business-it's 
all about the area." 
Fane also noted that the area 
should encourage more students 
and faculty to start businesses in 
Ithaca. He associated the current 
problems with fi11ing stores to an 
oversupply in retail space. 
"Ithaca, in particular, has had 
more expansions than most com-
munities, but population hasn't 
increased significantly," he said. 
When ~ked about complaints 
concerning high rental rates for 
his propertie~. Fane would not 
comment directly, but said, "We 
i"clude a lot of things that other 
landlords don't-like property 
taxes, heat, repairs. We also give 
people a store that's ready to go," 
he sai~. "We take a lot. better care 
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Area merchants say high rental rates discourage new businesses from setting up shop. This is one 
of 15 vacant'retall spaces on the Commons. 
of our tenants." 
Some, however, insist the 
Commons is continuing to pros-
per. Since May, there have been 
four new business openings on 
the Commons, while three others 
have expanded or made renova-
tions. 
"I guess I'm not convinced 
that [rental rates] are a problem," 
said Doug Pessefall, director of 
the Ithaca Downtown 
Partnership. "I don't know any-
body who is keeping their build-
ings vacant on purpose. People 
have a choice to rent at a given 
lease rate or not. Landlords will 
have to deal with that on their 
own." 
But rental rates and empty 
storefronts aren't the only reasons 
given for poor business. 
The "Commons Kids" 
On any given day, especially 
during the warmer months, the 
Commons pavilion will have a 
group of kids standing around, 
talking and playing hackcy sack. 
These kids often have spiked hair 
and they wear black. Body parts, 
other than ears, arc pierced with 
thick silver hoops, spikes or 
studs. Sometimes they swear or 
spit, and they're often loud. The 
Commons is their hangout. 
Many people have complained 
that the "Commons kids" make 
potential shoppers feel unsafe. 
"When they're shouting 
obscenities across the Commons, 
it alanns people," said Frank 
Brackin, a neighborhood policing 
officer for the Ithaca Police 
Department. 
Banks Violette was a 
Commons kid from the age of 13 
to 19. "I was a general juvenile 
delinquent there-the goofy punk 
rocker type," he said. "It was your 
typical coming of age experi-
ence.!' 
He's 24 now, living in New 
York City, attending the School of 
Visual Art),, applying to graduate 
).Chool, running his own busine),), 
and planning his wedding. 
Although Violette said when 
he was younger. teens did some 
crazy things and drug use was 
prevalent, he believes the atmos-
phere on the Commons is much 
more antagonistic now. 
But others argue that the kids 
aren't the problem; if anything, 
they arc helping business. 
"We know that we can count 
' on them being here every day, and 
every time they are here, you can 
count on them dropping at least 
$5," said Gardner. "Kids have 
expendable income. They don't 
have rent and bills to pay." 
Gardner, who resembles a 
Commons kid herself with her 
purple-streaked hair and pierc-
ings, came to Ithaca from 
Coming as a kid because, she 
said, "It was a small city with a 
big city feel." 
see DECLINE, page 6 
Business area 
or playground? 
By Christina V. Tormey 
Editor m Chief 
Al one point, the area now called the Ithaca Commons \\-a), 
a nonnal, downtown street with traffic passing through. In the 
mid-1970s the area wa). transfonncd into a 1111 x of a shopping 
area and a park. 
Throughout the year~. the Common~ have gained a ~mall 
playground, benches and tables. a now defunct fountain. tree~ 
and a pavilion. The area i~ 1-.ilcd with concrete fixture, ong1-
nally created to give shoppers a place to "hang out." whether 
to have a cup of coffee or play with their children 
However, these very creations arc now the focu~ of many 
complaints from store owner~ and police alike 
Jamie Lewi~. the manager of Zutu's said the Common, 1, 
"deeply ugly." 
"No amount of tree, or Carl Sagan Memonal Walks "ill 
change that," he ~aid. 
Doug Pcs:,,cfall, director of the Business Improvement 
District, now renamed Ithaca Downtown Partnership. ~aid the 
concrete fixtures compromise the business dislnct. 
lnfonnatlon from ·Pollelng In the Oo·Nntown Business 
Dlatrlct-1996· by Francis H. Breckin 
"I think there arc too many fixtures and structure~ m the 
Commons. It would he wise lo consider moving some of the 
structures to open it up a little hit." Pesscfall said. 
see COMMONS, page 6 
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''I'm more afraid of the mid-
dle-aged men who arc hitting on 
me," she said. 
Brackin, who regularly patrols 
the Commons area, acknowl-
edged the kids aren't the only 
problem. In addition to keeping 
an eye on them, he has also spent 
a lot of time chasing drunks out of 
bus stops and confronting many 
of the panhandlers. 
Brackin researched and com-
piled a report called "Policing the 
Downtown Business District-
1996" in an attempt to determine 
the kind of police efforts the area 
needed. The report, based in part 
on a poll conducted hy the IDP, 
concluded that "language, lo1ter-
111g and the perception that down-
town 1s dangcrou~ greatly impact-
ed on I ,torcowncr~' I pc1 ~onal and 
hu"nc~, 11,c, ·· 
Brad.in included t\\ll ,uncy, 
.ind a break.down uf Call, trn 
Service (CFS)-1.c .. rcquc~h tor 
police assistancc-1 n 111~ 
re~earch. Such calb may he m1t1-
atcd by officer~ or the public. and 
range m severity from a parking 
vwlation to a rape. The three mo~t 
common CFS for 1996 were luck.-
out~. alarms and larccnic~. 
Brackin said that although the 
Commons is a high CFS area, 1t 1s 
not a high cnme area bccau~c it 1~ 
fairly well populated. 
"[Downtown] 1s not really 
un~afc," he said. "It's a percep-
tion problem. Unfortunately, 11 
has an effect." 
Earlier this year, Fane provid-
ed one of his empty storefronb, 
free of charge. tu the Ithaca Police 
Department to allow them tu ~tart 
a satellite office on the Commons. 
"'TT1crc is a perception of cmnc 
downtown," Fane said. "There 
arc some unruly kid~ there. We 
felt that a police pre~cncc would 
help." 
However, John Yengo, the 
commercial department manager 
at Ithaca Renting Company, said 
the police presence ha~n 't had 
much of an effect. 
"ll1ey stay in the office all 
day," he said. "That doesn't help. 
But they need somewhere to take 
a piss or fill out paperwork." 
· According to the IDP survey, 
45 percent of storeowners said 
they felt unsafe at times. Of the 
storeowners surveyed, 92 percent 
said they believed shoppers and 
employees felt unsafe at times. 
Brackin also surveyed the 
community to gain a better under-
standing of the policing needs 
downtown. The three top com-
plaints were language, loitering 
and the perception that downtown 
is dangerous. 
Wetmore said the kids arc just 
a ~capegoat for the real problems 
on the Commons. 
"Some of them do get out of 
lmc, and mo~t of them sit there 
and talk with their friends and 
play hackcy ~ack and do !hmgs 
that arc totally rca~onahlc," he 
~a,d 
"If you loo"- at Ithaca Fc~t1val, 
thme k.1ds arc ~till here. They're 
_1ust drowned out hy the thousands 
of other people here." 
Scott Andcr~on, owner of 
Retro, another vmtagc clothing 
~tore on the Commons, said he 
thmb the commun1ty 1s just 
using the kids as an excuse for 
poor business. He ~aid that the 
Commons was made ~o people 
could have a place to go. "This is 
what the Common~ i~ all about," 
Anderson said. "People don't 
have to spend money; they can 
Just hang out and relax. If you 
~tart takmg that right away, you 
won't have a Commons." 
In fact, most storcowncrs 
agreed that the atmosphere of the 
Commons was a distinct strength. 
Many have said that more 
organ1zed events like the Apple 
Harvest Festival and the Ithaca 
Fc~t1val should he planned to 
encourage people to come down-
town. 
Ander~on said he has a 25-to-
50-perccnt increase in busines~ 
during such events. Laurie 
Shaver, manager of Wildwarc, 
~aid they have a I 5-to-20-pcrcent 
increase in business during the 
-iii I 
He suggested that the Com
0
mons be open to traffic at night for 
deliveries. Eliminating some of the fixtures, he said, would also 
allow stores to have sidewalk sales during the summer. 
Currently, there is a fire lane on one side which prohibits stores 
from moving things outside. 
Pcsscfall noted that shoppers cannot easily sec or even walk 
from one side of the Commons to the other. Also, the large num-
ber of permanent fixtures on the Commons make it difficult lo 
find appropriate space for special events and programs. 
Frank Brackin, a Neighborhood Policing Qfficer who patrols 
the area, said the design of the Commons makes policing the 
area difficult, as well. "From a law enforcement perspective it's 
difficult to police because [officers) can't see from one side lo 
the other. There are several large structures and a lot of nooks 
and crannies that are difficult to police," he said. 
Brackin said the park-like atmosphere also encourages peo-
ple to hang out, which is affecting business. "I see a struggle 
between a park and a business district," Brackin said. "The park 
aspect of it has had the upper hand. It was designed for loiter-
ing. That has been the driving force here and I think it worked 
initially." 
Scou Anderson, owner of Retro, argues that the park-like 
atmosphere is what the Commons is all about. "If you start tak-
ing that away, you won't have a Commons," he said. 
A mall, unlike the Commons is privately-owned, so people 
loitering can be kicked out, Brackin said. However, because the 
Commons is public, there isn't much people can do to control 
some of the bahaviors. "If [the kids) are breaking a law you can 
deal with it," he said. "You can arrest them every day, but that 
doesn't mean they'll stop coming." 
Either way, most people seem to agree that the current design 
of the Commons must change. As Brackin noted, "It's great for 
a park, but bad for business." 
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Ryan Murphy, age 13 {left), hangs out on the Commons with Aaron Vaughn. Murphy says he spends 
his time on the Commons to "chill and meet people." 
Apple Harvest Festival, but the Lansing. Since 1990, he said the 
benefits last year-round. "It may Commons has experienced more 
not increase sales for that day, but problems with Jack of business 
it exposes people to downtown in because of the Carousel Mall in 
the long-run," she said. Syracuse and the increase in cata-
Pessefall said these events are log and Internet shopping. 
effective in attracting people 'There is much more competi-
downtown and the partnership is tion now," said Wetmore. "In the 
contemplating creating another 1950s and '60s business boomed 
major event in the spring. downtown. But Collegetown was 
However, he notes that such more of a residential area, and 
events take a lot of planning. there was no Elmira road strip, 
Other Causes 
Alan Buchberg has ownc"'d 
Plantations, a florist and gift 
shop, since December 1973-two 
years before the Commons exist-
ed. He has seen a lot of changes in 
the past 24 years. 
He said changes in the volume 
of business in downtown Ithaca 
have been sharply affected by 
new manners of shopping. For 
example, he said the Commons 
experienced its first business 
decline in the mid-1970s when 
the Pyramid Mall was built in 
Pyramid Mall or other similar 
retai I establishments." 
In fact, malls are the place to 
go these days. Although the 
downtown area may be hurting, 
area matls are prospering. 
Liz Cropf, marketing dircctof 
for Pyramid Mall, said the holi-
day shopping season is going 
very well. 
Since September, Pyramid 
Mall has opened four new stores. 
The only anticipated loss is 
Montgomery Ward. And last 
month, the Carousel Mall in 
Syracuse announced plans to try 
to nearly double in size. 
"You can get everything at the 
mall now," said Laurie Shaver, 
manager of Wildwarc, which has 
been located in the Commons for 
seven and a half years. 
And the parking is free and 
regarded as convenient, unlike 
that usually associated with 
downtown Ithaca. 
"The [downtown] parking 
problem is really a perceived 
problem," Buchberg said. 
"People don't like to walk to 
stores. Psychologically, it may 
seem far away. Although you'll 
probably walk just as far to get to 
a store if you go to a mall." 
There is on-street parking 
throughout the downtown area, as 
well as several parking garages. 
Currently, the City of Ithaca and 
the IDP arc offering two-hour free 
parking at the Seneca and Green 
Street lots until January 9. 
Otherwise, except on weekends 
or after 5 p.m. on weekdays, thrre 
is a fee for ;1:irking. 
I 
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Getting the best buck for your book 
By Sarah Wright 
Ithacan Staff 
It's that time of year again and 
it has nothing to do with religious 
holidays or studying for finals. 
It's time for students to decide 
whether to. sell back their text-
books for money. 
There are many options for 
students to choose from. They can 
sell back books at the Ithaca 
College Bookstore, the Rogan's 
Corner parking lot buyback, 
through friends or via their com-
puter. 
The College bookstore will be 
holding their book buyback 
demand, and the hoohtore will 
offer 50 percent of the current 
selling price. They will only offer 
this percentage if they have not 
filled their quota for the hook, if 
they are lacking the books and if 
the book is in reusable condition, 
Bovi said. 
However, when the number of 
books needed has been reached, 
the amount of money students 
will receive is based on the 
wholesaler's buying guide, Bov1 
said. 
dents may want to sell their hoob 
before it is out of prmt. Once it i~ 
out of print, the hook has no value 
and will not he bought hack hy 
the school, Bovi said. But that 1~ 
strictly the students' choice. 
"Students arc in no way ohhg-
ated to sell their boob haLk to 
us," Bovi ~aid. 
Bovi said he encourages stu-
dents to ask questions while sell-
ing the books back to the book-
store. 
"All of this information is 
The wholesaler will pay no right on the computer screen and 
can help the student make the 
much money they will receive for 
each hook. 
old ed11lon~ of h<x1k-.. 
Olten ~tudents find it ea~1er to 
huy and ~ell hook~ through Not all ~tudenh lih.e tlm prac-
llce ol pm:ing. 
"I think the 
pm:mg 1~ unfair 
I gel the ~amc 
amount of 
money back 
when I highlight 
my book as 
someone who 
highlight~ and 
rips out pages," 
Ross Berkowitz 
'00 said. 
"I made more money 
on books at Rogan'.\· 
{ parking lot buyback/ 
than the bookstore 
because they just 
wouldn 't take them at 
the bookstore. " 
-Carrie Cimildoro '98 
friends rather 
than through 
hook huyhack~. 
"I bought a 
hook from a 
friend becau~e 
it's so much 
cheaper !than the 
book!>tore]," 
C1mildoro !-.aid. 
"And selling 
[hooks yourself! 
give~ you more money back 
because you can set your own 
pnce." 
Monday, Dec. 15 through :f. 
Wednesday, Dec. 18 
from 9 a.m. to 4 o 
p.m., and Dec. 19, 
X C h dcc1sio~ !to sell]." Bov1 said. 
" 
However, ask-
ing question~ 
can have 
Bovi offered this advice to ~tu-
dcnts who disagree with pncmg· 
"If !students] don't thmk the 
price 1s fair, they shouldn't ~ell 
their books." 
Often students want to buy 
from individuals but have prob-
lem!, finding people with the nght 
boob. 
from 9 a.m. t_o 3 o 
p.m., 1n"J 
the Campus 
Center mail-
room. 
Playing the 
buyback game 
Several 
things detem1ine 
its disad-
v a n -
<JO-<'·;.:\:: 
"The 
long 
1 in es 
w i 11 
how much money Student Government Association 
students will be able 
s Io w 
down 
W h e n 
to receive for their 
books, said Michael Bovi, direc-
tor of College stores. 
If faculty has put in a request 
for a book for the upcoming 
semester the book is in greater 
more than one-third of the current 
retail price, he said. 
Another factor determining the 
buyback price is whether there is 
a new edition pending. If so, stu-
. . 
you have 
people asking questions at the 
window but students shouldn't 
feel intimidated to ask anyway," 
Bovi said. 
Students can find out how 
Other options 
When students arc not satis-
fied with the bookstore's buyback 
policy, they can try the textbook 
buyback in the Rogan\ Corner 
parking lot which will be held 
Sunday, Dec. 14 from 12 p.m. to 
4 p.m. and from Monday, Dec. 15 
through I 9 from 10 a.m. to 5:30 
p.m. 
"I made more money on hooks 
at Rogan's !parking lot buyback] 
than the bookstore because they 
just wouldn't lake them at the 
hookstore," Carrie Cimildoro '98 
said. 
The parking lot buyback. lih.e 
the bookstore, docs not buybach. 
To help solve this problem the 
Student Government A!,sociation 
has designed a Weh-slle 
(www.ithaca.edu/bookex-
change/) that lets studenh po~t 
their hooh on the Weh. ll1ere 
other students can browse for the 
hooks they need. ll1e student!-. 
contact one another while ~1111 
setting their own price~. 
"I heard you get a helter deal 
!u~mg the Web-site]," Jennifer 
Carr '() I said. Carr said she po~t-
ed many of her hooks on the SGA 
Weh page. 
With all these choice~. hope-
fully students will he ahle to close 
the hook on their fall semester. 
Doa't Mht1 file Flnanelal 
Aid Deadllnet1 for 1998-1999 
Renewal FAFSA 
(Free Application for Federal Student Aid) 
Deadline: March 1, 1998 
CSAA 
(Continuing Student Application for Aid) 
Deadline: March 1, 1998 
ETA 
(Express TAP Application) 
Deadline: May 1, 1998 
Summer '98 Application for Aid 
(available in early March 1, 1998) 
Deadline: April 1, 1998 
Note: If you don't receive your FA FSA or CSAA in the mail by 
February 1, 1998, stop by the Office of Financial Aid for applications. 
• 
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Santa's List 
As the semester comes to an end, The Ithacan decided to pay 
tribute to the past year by checking its list of who's naughty and 
nice at Ithaca College. Fortunately, it was easier to find the nices. 
Happy holidays! 
•NICE 
To Rory Rothman, Brian McAree, Keeon Gregory, Bob Holt, John 
Fracchia and the students who started the Response to Racism 
Committee this spring in response to the incidents of racism 
occurring on campus. 
a NAUGHTY 
To President Williams for taking so long to respond to the bias-
related crimes occurring on campus this semester. 
•NICE 
To athletes who set a good example by being good sports and 
good citizens. 
• NAUGHTY 
To those who not only set bad examples, but also make a bad 
name for other athletes. 
•NICE 
To ICES for a very successful semester. Among other things, 
they have saved green space on campus by protesting a new 
parking lot and instituted recycling bins in all residence hall 
rooms. 
• NAUGHTY 
To the College for ignoring the parking problem. 
•NICE 
To BOC for bringing an excellent line up of concerts to the 
College, including God Street Wine, George Clinton and the P-
Funk All-Stars and Paula Cole. 
• NAUGHTY 
To more than half the crowd who :eft midway through the George 
Clinton show. 
• NICE 
To the College for its excellent reputation of hiring women in 
administrative positions. 
• NAUGHTY 
To the College for its lack of women in mid-level positions. 
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RA set a great example 
Mike Weaver, the RA for the 
third floor of Bogart Hall sadly 
infonned all of us, the residents, 
that he is being dismissed. As far 
as we know, the reason for his 
dismissal mainly has to do with 
his possession of a chair from the 
lounge. I am not trying at all to 
detract from the seriousness of 
rules, but Mike possessing a chair 
from the lounge in his room has 
absolutely nothing to do with his 
ability to be an RA. 
Since the first day that I 
arrived on campus, Mike has 
been an excellent RA. He has 
brought our entire floor together 
as one, and has also organized 
many floor activities such as hav-
ing a masseuse come in from 
Stress Out and taking us apple 
picking. The residents on the-third 
1loor of Bogart are unusually 
clo~e and I believe that this has a 
lot to do with Mike Weaver and 
his dedication as an RA. As resi-
dents on this floor, we look up to 
and respect Mike. Most of the 
reason why we haven't had any 
major problems is in large part 
due to the fact that we would not 
want to disappoint Mike. He puts 
a lot of faith in us and gives us a 
lot of credit. 
Mike is always there when we 
need someone to talk to and 
encourages us to do so. In fact, 
the .reason that he had the furni-
ture in his room was so that we 
would have a place to sit when we 
were talking to him as opposed to 
standing in the doorway. He 
inspired many of us by telling us 
about how he brought up his GPA 
from a very low score by working 
hard and believing in himself. He 
encourages us to do the same ... to 
believe in ourselves. ., 
When you leave for college, 
the last thing you want is some-
one to act like ·a parent and tell 
you what to do. Mike has made 
the ground rules very clear and 
has expected that we .are mature 
enough to abide by them. We 
have proven him right. I think that 
much of the reason that we have 
grown so close and made the tran-
sition so quickly is because Mike 
has given us the ability to expect 
more from ourselves and to just 
get out and do it. 
In addition, a majority of the 
residents on the third floor of 
Bogart, including myself, are 
freshman. By having our lives 
uprooted during our first year at 
Ithaca College by removing an 
RA that we have gotten to know 
and confide in over the course of 
four months is disruptive to our 
living environment. By the time 
we form the same bonds with a 
new RA, the year will be over. 
Many of us have written peti-
tions and have gone to speak with 
the RD, but we fear that this may 
not be enough. As residents of the 
third floor of Bogart Hall, we all 
feel quite strongly about this. Our 
unity and passion about Mike's 
dismissal pays tribute to all that 
Mike has dorie for us as an RA. I 
sincerely hope that this letter will 
help us out. So far, I know that I 
personally have had nothing but 
positive experience!>' here at 
Ithaca College and I would like to 
keep it that way. Thank you. 
Jocelyp Fary '01 
Communications 
the residents of the third 
floor, Bo-gart Hall 
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Prejudice isn't the issue 
The Ithacan has done quite a 
thorough job covering race and 
ethnic-related incidences on this 
campus during the course of the 
semester, ostensibly to raise 
awareness concerning the serious 
matter of these incidences. 
However, I am not convinced 
that the campus is taking these 
matters seriously; moreover, I am 
not convinced the people that 
some of the disgusting behavior 
was directed to arc taking it seri-
ously. Case and point: the conflict 
regarding music in the gym. 
Prejudice and discrimination 
arc strong words with strong 
implications that should not be 
bandied about so easily. For the 
first time in my four years at 
Ithaca College there has hecn a 
conflict regarding music in the 
gym. The behavior of the individ-
uals who precipitated the conflict 
absolutely counters the goals of 
fostering an understanding, uni-
fied campus with individuals 
working their best to co-exist 
within the framework of Ithaca 
College. Their argument regard-
ing why their music caused the 
problem lacks logic and thought. 
Music in the gym is simply a mat-
ter of preference and nothing 
else! 
The radio that played in the 
I am INFURIATED that the individuals in ques-
tion pressed their point by saying the situation 
was a matter of prejudice. PREFERENCE AND 
PREJUDICE ARE TWO VERY DIFFERENT 
CONCEPTS. 
gym was !>Cl at varying leveb of 
volume. If the radio was too loud 
for some of the individuals shar-
ing the space, the volume was 
lowered as prescribed by com-
mon courtesy. Individuals always 
had the option of bringing a walk-
man into the gym to listen to 
whatever music they liked. If 
modern rock was not their per-
sonal preference, (important con-
cept) then they could listen to 
whatever· they wanted to without 
obnoxiously demanding that 
everyone else share their prefer-
ence for classical music, country, 
jazz or gangsta rap. Personally, 
I'm not a major fan of modcn, 
rock, and I don't mind listening to 
gangsta rap, however, no one to 
my knowledge ever complained 
about the previous music situa-
tion. The music was on to fill the 
space-nothing more. But, I am 
INFURIATED that the individu-
als in question pressed their point 
by saying the situation was a mat-
ter of prejudice. PREFERENCE 
AND PREJUDICE ARE TWO 
VERY DIFFERENT CON-
CEPTS. 
It seems a~ though by breaking 
the rules Mr. Pena, Mr. Odita and 
Mr. Michelin were taken serious-
ly by the admmistrat,on and now 
there is no music playmg in the 
gym. I agree with Mr. Od1ta that 
the gym is too quiet now. And 
thanks lo the advice of Mr. 
Gregory, I will pur~ue solitude 
with even more vigor while I lift 
in relative silence, with the 
sounds of breathing and straining 
of my fellow students filling the 
air. Congratulations guys! 
Hopefully, though I doubt it, prej-
udice has taken a hit m the mouth 
from your actions. 
Ari Cohen '98 
International Business 
Campus provides alternatives 
Finals week has approached us 
yet again, and I wish everyone 
good luck on any final test, pro-
ject, perfonnance or presentation 
that weighs heavily on your mind. 
I am also reminded of last 
year, when at this time, some of 
the members of our community 
let stress get the better of them. 
The events that occurred last year 
during the "midnight scream" 
were disturbing· to all members of 
the Ithaca College community, 
and preventing these events 
became a major focus of students, 
as well as administrators, faculty 
and staff. I think we were all very 
relieved· come spring, when not 
one single event was reported, 
and no one was judicially referred 
as a direct result of maliciousness 
during the midnight hour. 
Please be safe this next week. 
Think of yourself, and think of 
others. If you need something to 
do, Howard McCullough, director 
of Dining Services, would like to 
remind everyone that both the 
Towers Dining Hall, as well as 
Egbert Dining Hall, will be open 
from 9 p.m. to I a.m. for relaxing, 
socializing, studying and FREE 
FOOD. Brad Buchanan, director 
of Recreational Sports, will be 
keeping the weight and fitness 
facilities open in the Hill Center 
during certain hours, which will 
be posted this week. 
We all have a lot to do, and 
although it may seem like work is 
piling up, please remember that 
there are many ways to unwind 
that are safe, fun and do not pose 
as a threat to yourself or other 
members of the community. 
Again, good luck on finals, 
and have a safe and relaxing 
break. Thank you for taking the 
time to read this. 
Sean Heffron '99 
Vice President or Campus 
Affairs, Student Government 
Association 
Catherine Henry '98 
President 
Allyson Burley '98 
V.P. or Academics 
Mark Naparstek '99 
V.P. or Communications 
Kurt Pahl '98 
V.P. or Business and Finance 
A tribute to a great man 
Dr. Martin Luther King, .Jr. 
was born Jan. 15, 1929 in Atlanta, 
Georgia. Dr. King was, and still 
is, one of the most famous and 
accomplished African-Americans 
known to mankind. Therefore we, 
as Americans, should hold this 
man's works in very high esteem 
and should proudly honor his 
birth date as we do Washington 
and Lincoln. Because of his lead-
ership, blacks, whites, Latinos, 
Asians and Native Americans 
were able to come together to 
combat one of the most serious 
ills known to mankind ... racism. 
Under his leadership and others 
that followed, African-Americans 
and other minorities now -have the 
opportunity to attend colltrges that 
were once segregated, to stay in 
hotels of choice, to eat at the 
counter with their white counter-
parts. We. must remember'lhat diis 
period'of segregation was only 30 
years ag(). _ ,,. · .. 
\· ·•J wo1:11cl;~~He ~·to si;,.~t 
we, as African-Americans, have 
I would be the first to say that we, as African-
Americans, have made tremendous strides since 
the civil rights movement, however, there is much 
more work to be done. 
made tremendous strides since 
the civil rights movement, how-
ever, there is much more work to 
be done. A first step would be 
combating the racism that exists 
on our own campus. 
I would like, therefore, to chal-
lenge the Ithaca College commu-
nity to embrace and celebrate Dr. 
Martin Luther King's birthday. 
Realizing the King holiday is rec-
ognized on the day classes 
resume, the Office of Minority 
Affairs, as part of its Racial 
Awareness Series, will be spon-
.sori ng a Martin Luther King 
Holiday Celebration event on Jan. 
21, 1998. The event will feature 
Jim Lucas who does a dramatic 
reflection of Dr. King's most 
famous speeches and his · letter · 
from the Birmingham Jail. This 
event will be "chilling" because 
Jim Lucas has a very strong 
resemblance and likeness to Dr. 
King. The event will be held m 
the Emerson Suites at 7 p.m. and 
conclude at approximately 8:30 
p.m. One and one-half hours to 
commit to learn about Dr. Martin 
Luther King's accomplishments, 
to hear the words he spoke and to 
embrace his goab arc a very 
small commitment to makmg our 
community a little more enlight-
ened and enriched. 
If you would like more infor-
mation about this program please 
contact the Office of Minority 
Affairs at 274-1692. 
Keeon Gregory 
Director, Office of Minority 
Affairs 
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~·what 18th; ~ex~ce-
you've had this semester?" 
"Picking my roommate up from 
the hospital. He was drunk." 
Shallon Hunt 
Television/Radio '98 
"The ease with which I've 
made friends." 
Brian Hess 
Marketing '01 
Jason Sattler 
Computer Science '01 
Travis Berger 
Psychology '01 
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'jormer beauty queens rententber pageant days 
From runways to hallways, from evening gown~ to evenings with Rogan's, former beauty queens arc now adjusting to life at Ithaca College. 
Many have heard rumors of beauty queens walking the 
halls of the College, and Ithaca College i~ cer-
tainly populated with beautiful people. But 11 
takes a lot more than a pretty face and poise 
in a bathing suit to win a pageant. 
Hard work, hours of preparation and 
weeknds of interviews and grilling by 
judges arc all part of the life of a beauty 
queen. 
"Beauty pageants arc not just about 
being able to pull off wearing a dress," 
said Samantha Rugg '00, winner of 
Miss Teen Chenango County, a small, 
local pageant, and Mother/Daughter New 
York State in 1996. Rugg said she was also 
involved in Miss Teen New York State. 
Rugg said the experience of competing m beauty 
pageants has helped to improve her public speaking skills 
and self-confidence. Increased speaking skills and comfort 
in front of an audience are two of the many goals that beau-
ty pageants attempt lo reach. 
"I definitely have more public speaking skills," said for-
mer Miss Teen Warren/Washington County Carne 
McKemon '98. "I am confident with myself and I adjust 
easily being around other people." 
The reasons for getting 
involved with beauty pageants 
abound-from gaining the neces-
sary public speaking skills and 
becoming more comfortable in 
front of others to making new 
friends. 
McKemon said one of her rea-
sons for competing in beauty 
pageants was because they were 
just something else to do. 
"One pageant was in my town 
and I always went and watched 
it," McKernon said. "I told myself 
that one day I would be in it and 
win it." 
The normal beauty pageant 
lasts for one weekend, Rugg said. 
The first afternoon and evening is 
spent at an orientation dinner, 
which is occasionally followed 
by an orientation dance. 
The second day begins early 
with interviews by several judges. 
During the afternoon the contes-
tants -compete in the familiar 
bathing suit and evening gown 
portions of the pageant. 
In the evening, the field of con-
testants is then cut down to the top 
10, who then give a short ~pccch. 
After the speech, the field 1~ nar-
rowed to live fmahsh. The final-
ists arc interviewed once more 
before a winner i~ cho~cn. There 
is a lot more to competing in a 
beauty pageant than what you ~cc 
on television. 
Courtesy of Amanda Curry 
Amanda Curry '01 celebrates her victory 
a~ Miss Otsego Co1:1nty Teen-Ager. 
"[The pageant! make~ you 
think about yourself 
and how you 
handle situations," 
.. ; 
said Amanda 
By_Jeff Candura 
It~aca_n Staff , 
:,. !, 
Curry 'O I, who was 
involved m Miss Teen 
New York and Miss Teen 
USA. 
There are a number of 
other reasons that Curry 
and others still support 
beauty pageants. 
"I like being a role 
model to younger kids, and 
this gives you a chance to 
work with them," Curry 
said. 
Rugg said that one of 
the reasons she enjoyed 
competing was the oppor-
tunity to travel to the dif-
ferent pageant locations. 
Of course, there are 
those who do not agree 
with beauty pageants. 
Those who believe that 
they do not present a posi-
tive image of young 
women, or that the idea of. 
a beauty pageant is super-
ficial. 
"There is still a quota 
for looks," Curry said. "It 
is moving away from per-
sonality. It is becoming 
more superficial." 
Rugg said her experience 
in pageants differed with most 
people's perceptions of these 
events. 
Courtesy of Samantha Rugg 
Samantha Rugg '00 entered several pageants 
as a teenager including Miss Chenango County. 
"People always have something to say about pageants, 
but I just went in to have fun," Rugg said. "No one I know 
really entered to get into modeling." 
Rugg, a television/radio major, said she believes that the 
skills that she acquired from competing in beauty pageants 
are still being put to use today. 
She said that even going from room to room m hoteb 
and meeting other girls prepared her to make new friends 
when she entered college. 
"I can definitely apply those 
skills because I am m TV/R, and 
the audience at pageants 1s hun-
dreds of people, parents, friends, 
boyfriends, strangers and 1f you 
can get up in front of them and 
speak, then you can definitely 
get up m front of a classroom," 
Rugg said. 
Some of the beauty queens at 
the College still help out with 
pageants even though none of 
them still competes. 
Rugg Judge~ competitions 
bccau~e lad. of t1111c prevent her 
from competmg. 
McKernon helps out with one 
of the competition~ ~hc won m 
the pa~t. Mis~ Warren/ 
Wa~hmgton County. winch b a 
~mailer st:alc beauty pageant. 
Now, as they move on with 
their college hvcs, these former 
beauty queens hope to ~how how 
beauty pageants helped to make 
them the women they arc today. 
The lthacanllaur'a Siegel 
Curry relaxes In her dor1T1 room, with tler 
pageant days now a fond memory. 
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Bob Harris 
Assistant Professor 
Television/Radio 
• Years you have worked at 
IC: Six 
• Born: November 4, 1949 
• Accomplishment I am 
most proud of: Helping raise 
two awesome kids 
• What I'd be doing if I 
weren't working here: ask 
me in eight months 
• Things I can do without: 
intolerant bigots 
• Who would play me in a 
movie: Juan Alonzo or my 
son, Sei 
• What TV show I wouldn't 
miss: Anyone who "wouldn't 
miss" a TV show is in bad 
shape 
• Person I'd most like to 
have dinner with: The 
Buddha or Aretha Franklin 
• Secret Vice: sentimental-
ists 
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'Heidi' captivates audience 
By Laura Siegel 
Ithacan Staff 
·n1osc of you who didn't sec 
this weekend's production of 
Wemly Wasserstcin's 'The Heidi 
Chronicle~" should hang your 
head~ m shame for missing ~uch a 
extraordinary play. 
'This play. performed hy Ithaca 
College Theater, not only cmhod-
1cd 11npre~s1vc acting, but the sets 
and staging created an intcrc~ting 
atmosphere that ~howcd off the 
1mprc~s1vc directorial work. It 
was ohv1ous that the director, 
Norm Johnson, not only knew 
how to capture an audience, hut 
he also greatly enjoyed the pi<1y 
llsel f. 
The play takes place aero~~ 
three decades and begins in the 
I 960s'. It is the story of Heidi 
Holland and her search to find 
herself in a turbulent world that is 
especially difficult for indepen-
dent, self-motivated women. The 
story is unique and inspiring and 
embodies a universal quality that 
touches the heart. 
Melanie Adelman '98. who 
plays Heidi, does a wonderful 
job, easily adjusting her character 
through the passage of time. At 
different moments she is an awk-
ward girl, a passionate young 
woman and an independent moth-
er. All of this is done with a grace 
and wannth that draws the audi-
ence into the story and makes 
them weep for her troubles. 
Nathan Cox '98 plays Heidi's 
main love interest, and I must say. 
I hate Scoop, the character he 
plays. This adamant dislike 
comes only from the 
wonderful acting that 
Cox accomplished in 
his portrayal of a char-
acter who can only be 
called a scumhag. 
Other wonderful 
roles were played by 
Kelly Meaiia '98 as 
Susan. Heidi's hest 
friend. and Adrian 
Bailard '99 as Peter, 
another close friend of 
He1d1's. 
Mealia's Susan, a 
buhbly and overleaious 
hundle of energy, 
released a refreshing 
laugh whenever she 
appeared, due mostly to 
her constant 
change~. 
Ballard had a diffi-
cult role to play as 
Adnan, a gay man liv-
ing during the I 960s. 
'70s and '80s. He did, 
The Ithacan/Emily DeWan 
Heidi Holland (Melanie Adelman '98) was the center of attention In Ithaca 
College Theater's production of "The Heidi Chronicles." 
however, seem to touch upon the 
very soul of the character and was 
able to show the audience the 
character's pain and frustration at 
a world which did not easily 
accept his lifestyle. 
Both of the characters were 
well-developed, charismatic and 
helped to add to the audience's 
perception of Heidi. 
All of the acting in the play 
was impressive and evoked a 
wonderful response from the 
audience. The characters told a 
story and they told it well, allow-
ing for their own styles to shape 
the personalties of the characters. 
The play brought to surface 
many dramatic issues the charac-
ters dealt with. The most impor-
tant of these was the feminist 
movement. Heidi grew up as a 
woman who wanted to see change 
in the world around her. She 
wanted to know that her daughter 
would be able to feel important in 
the world she adopted from her 
mother. This was the platform for 
many of the serious scenes, and 
heartening ones as well. 
The theater was set using 
props that were constantly trans-
forming different objects. A podi-
um became a chair, and a table 
transformed into a receptionist's 
desk. The setting was extremely 
creative and allowed the actors a 
large amount of freedom on stage 
without the perfonnance space 
looking stark or uninteresting. 
It is not easy to put on a good 
show, and it's even harder to put 
on a great one. This past weekend 
Ithaca College Theater put on a 
great show. 
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EC_ 15 - 18, 9 A.M. - 4 P.M. 
DEC. 19, 9 A.M. - 3 P.M. 
BOOKS ARE MONEY - GUARD AGAINST THEFf 
WE BUY THE LARGEST RANGE OF BOOKS - HARD OR SOFf BOUND. 
• . ~"' : .,. ... f.t ., . --· ~ ~... • . ~ . . . ~ . 
WE EVEN BUY BOOKS 
THAT THE CAMPUS 
BOOK STORE MAY 
NOT TAKE--
WORKBOOKS & 
PAPERBACKS 
SOR.RY, OLD EDITIONS WE CAN'T BUY 
NOT AFFILIATED WITH CAMPUS 
STORE 
............ ,. ........... . 
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Senior follows 'The Road to Heaven' 
By Abby Bertumen 
Ithacan Staff 
Though singer/songwriter and 
Ithaca College student Jason Cork 
'97, the man behind the debut 
"The Road to Heaven," devotes 
the cn1irety of his songs to the 
praise of God, the cover of the 
album 1~ reminiscent of Bob 
Dylan's early album, "The 
Freewheelin' Bob Dylan." 
A man with a pensive look on 
lus face !ravels the streels-tak-
ing in the sighls, thoughts and 
feelings swirling about his head. 
The title of the album, "The Road 
to Heaven," suggests the idea of a 
journey-one paved with reflec-
tion toward reaching an under-
standing. 
"I started singing in church in 
ninth or 10th grade, and it has 
become the most important kind 
of music to me," Cork said. "It's 
the music that says who I am and 
what I want to share." 
'The Road to Heaven" is a 
compilation of upbeat and opti-
mistic Christian songs in which 
Cork proclaims himself as a mes-
senger of God through IO tracks. 
"Let me sing ... of God and His 
glory/let my music be pleasing to 
angels above/let my voice be dear 
as I tell the old story," sings Cork 
on the first track on the album, 
"Minstrel of the Rainbow." As his 
lyrics suggest, Cork combines 
Bible tales with a young adult's 
perspective on religion today. 
Cork, a music education and 
performance major who will be 
graduating this semester, began 
writing songs in his sophomore 
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Courtesy of Jason Cork 
Jason Cork '97 recently released "The Road to Heaven," an 
album featuring upbeat and optimistic Christian songs. 
year. He said the process is quite 
trying and often sporadic. 
"The most successful songs 
are the easy ones. You just sit 
down and you write a song in a 
half an hour, and it's done and 
you're like, 'Wow, how did that 
happen?' That doesn't happen 
very often-that's the hard part," 
he said. "I have a whole folder of 
songs that are half done." 
Cork began fonnulating the 
idea of cuttmg a record 111 the 
~pring of Im JUlllor year al the 
College. He wrolc man) k11cr, lo 
friend~ and acqua1111ancc,. ,1, well 
a~ rnu~,c contach. tor help 111 
makmg the ,1lhum Tho,l· who 
watched 111111 111 1!11~ p1t>cc,, did 
nol doubl 111, will lo ,ucu:cd 
"Knowing 111111 a, a lllll\lL'lan. 
he alway~ ~ch t>Ut _to reach !11, 
goal," ~a,d Lawrence Doebler, 
profcs~or of mu-.ic and a lormcr 
1nqructrn ul Corl... "Conllllcnce 
al1110~1 exude, lwm 111111 .. 
"I had decided 11 wa, go111g lo 
mal...e an alhumj," Curl-. ,aid "I 
had about IO ~ong, and I ,,11J. 
'Well, I don'! have any nH>ne). 
hut I'm going lo go do 11 ... 
In add1tmn to go111!_! through 
the hecllc prm:c~, ol prrnnotmg 
hi~ new album, Corl... abo ha, 
hcen teach mg 111u,1c at L1 \ crpool 
High School a~ part of Im dcgrct.:. 
Althm1gh wntmg and pcrformmg 
mu~ic is foremo~t on h1, mind. 
Cork said he ha, not forgollcn the 
11npac1 tcad1mg can have on 
young 111us1c1an, hkc hnmclf 
"My two high school 111us1c 
teacher~ were really an lll'.-,p1ra-
tion to me .. they were really 
encouraging, and I really wanted 
to do what they did," he ~a,d. 
"There are too many ~tudent~ that 
I'm dealing with now who have 
been told somewhere along the 
way, 'You can't srng, so be quiet,' 
and it has scarred them for life, 
and l don't believe in that. l think 
everybody has some seme of 
musical ability." 
Cork said he enjoys teaching 
very much but he is not quite 
ready to stop pcrfonning. 
Coming :Ne:K!, Semester . . . 
rrli,e Student jl{umni jlssociation presents 
<Tlie Jl{f-Campus 
Winter Semi-Porma{ 
Pe6ruary 6, 1998 
P,merson Suites 
Wfii{e you are liome during tliis winter 6reak, · 
don't forget to feave room in your suitcase to 6ring 6ack, 
your favorite dress or suitcoat! 
However, to many ol tll\)'>e at 
the College. he 1~ already a wcll-
f..nov.:n and '>Uccc,~ful per-
former --:I\ an l:lv1, 1111pcr~o11-
ator. lie ha, 111, t>\\ n 1u111p,U1t and 
ha.., played Eh 1.., ;1t h1r1hday pa1-
11c~. ,1 t,ilcnt 111ght ,11 llhaca. 
Senior \\!eel... and a Rc..,llknce 
Hall ,\..,,m 1.1t1t,11 ct,11\·cnt1011 
HowC\ e1. though Corl... plan, to 
perform hc,\\'dy tor the next '.->I\ 
month'>. 11 \\ ill not he a, the King 
''l'\l' donl' 1h.1t ,por:1d1call) ... 
he ,,llll "I do11·1 \\·,1nl !hat It> he 
my tull-trrm: prolc-.s1t>r1. hul 11·, 
tun" 
('orl... will he pb)ing 111, l1rs1 
gig at the Ithaca College cotlcc-
hou~t.: on Feb IO ,1, part ol 
Wintcrfc~t. He and h1, hool...1ng 
agent will abo he ..,ctt1ng up pc1 -
fonnance, al churche, and other 
venue., Howe, er. ('01 I... -..11d !Ill' 
recent populant) ti! Cl111,11.111 
mu..,.c among alterna-rt>cl.... r.ip. 
techno and pop art1,h ha, Jilli 
compelled 111111 to play the rcl1-
g1ou~ "rocl...k,1," thal h:l\c 
cropped up all around the u1t1111ry 
"I'm c xc1tcd 1hat Chn'>t 1,111 
H\U'.-,IC ,.., get1111g 11\(\IC w1de~pread 
play," he ~aid. "I'm excited thal 
all the different '>lylc~ arc gomg 
11110 Christian music. But for me. 
the word~ and the mc,~ages arc 
much more 11nportant than the 
beat or the widespread appeal So 
I'm glad that It's getting more 
widespread play, hut if the mes-
sage 1s heing lo~t. then !here\ no 
point" 
"The Road to Heaven." a prod-
uct of Cro~~road Music of 
Connect1cut. J'.-, availahle in the 
Ithaca College hook~tore. 
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lweb Sight 
@THE BEST OF THE WEB 
I've hcen trying to thml- of a good topic to wnte ahout for this last column of the year. To 
he honest, I could not think of 
anything. Over the past year, I've 
covered music, food, vacatwn 
planning and obscenity. I've cov-
ered what is good with the Web 
and I've complained a lot about 
what is bad ~------, 
with it. 
I was 
thinking of 
writing the 
Web off in 
thi~ last 
piece. I wa!> 
thinking of 
comparing 
an hour in 
front of a 
computer 
"~urf1ng" 
the Weh to 
an hour in a public library. or on a 
mountain side. or, ideally, surfing 
in Hawaii. But that's kind of 
crotchety of me. Honestly. 
de~plle my moaning, I like the 
Web. It's got some great stuff to 
offer. 
So, with that in mind, I offer 
up my "Best Site~ the Web Has to 
Offer (at least to Tim Lynch)" 
column. You may think of this as 
the year's best. but I tend to think 
of 11 a~ a mind-numbingly uncre-
ative way to end the ~emcster. 
Sorry. Herc 1t goes (m no particu-
lar order): 
The Onion (http://www.thco-
nion.com) is perhaps THE single 
funniest thing I have ever seen in 
any medium. Touted as 
"America's Finest News Source." 
The Onion makes me laugh out 
loud week after week. Some of 
my favorite article~: "Ph1sh 
Collapses Onstagc," "Chrysler 
Halts Production Of Ncckbclts," 
"It's Not A Crack House, It's A 
Crack Home" and "Retirees Rise 
Up Against Gang Violence: All 
Arc Killed." (Also check out 
Denounce [http://www.dc 
nounce.com/htdocs/] for all the 
news that never happened.) 
BctaLounge (http://www. 
bctalounge.com) will be the only 
self-centered entry on this list. A 
very minimal site from looks, but 
what It focuses on arc the sounds 
of five-hour DJ sets. 
RGB Gallery (http://www.hot 
wircd.com/rgb/) i~ a great, if 
~low-loading, construction and 
deconstruction-isl look at HTML 
design tweaked out by variou~ 
artist and non-linear thinkers. 
Ooh. 
New York Times' Cybcrtime!> 
( http ://www.nytimes.com/y r/m 
o/day/cyber/), the Philadelphia 
Inquirer (http://www.philly 
news.com/inq/front_page), 
Scientific American (http://www. 
sciam.com/) and any other print-
based media outlet that success-
fully creates a Web-only informa-
tion.source. For what it's worth, 
bravo 1 (Abo of note 1s the 
Drudge Report [http://www. 
TONIGHT 
Search 
drudgercport.com), a not-so-
tlashy-at-all list of EVERY bit of 
news that's available on the Web). 
The U.S. Congress on the 
Internet (http://thomas.loc.gov/) 
is intcre~ting. if in your fast-
paced MTV-addled attention 
span~ you want to sit down and 
read some interesting things that, 
honest-to-goodness, will affect 
you more than pirated Pamela 
Lee !>ex videos. (Generally, most 
of the government's Web sites are 
interesting, if you've got time to 
sift through it all). 
Blah. This list tires me. Maybe 
there isn't all that much decent on 
the Web. Sure. there arc a lot of 
trivial sites (like the Rittcrvcrsc 
[ http://www.geocities.com/hol-
lywood/lot/9134] or "In Search 
of the Giant Squid" [http://seaw-
ifs.gsfc.nasa.gov/squid.html]), 
hut trivia is ... trivial. Mind-wiz-
ening trivial drivel. I return to the 
conclusion that too much out 
there is for-profit, for-exposure, 
boring garbage. 
This Christmas, and perhaps 
next semester, I will stay away 
from computers and the Web. 
Perhaps I will play in the snow, 
shovel my neighbor's driveway 
or go scuba diving for an ancient 
Spanish galleon. 
Perhaps, however, I am biting 
the hand that feeds me. Perhaps I 
will get a job doing Weh-somc-
thing-or-anothering and I will be 
a sell-out hypocrite. Either way, it 
was a pretty fun semester. 
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Videos that bring 
joy to ·your world 
By Scott Kanter 
Ithacan Staff 
Getting into the holiday 
spirit these days can be tough. 
However, there's nothing bet-
ter to fight the holiday blues 
than sitting down with friends 
or family with these videos, 
great escapes from the crowds 
and annoying holiday Muzak 
in department stores. 
First are the obvious choic-
es. You've seen them plenty of 
times before and you can quote 
all their memorable lines like, 
"Rudolph, with your nose so 
bright. Won't you guide my 
sleigh tonight?" They are of 
course-the holiday classics, 
including "Miracle on 34th 
Street," "It's a Wonderful 
Life," "A Christmas Story," 
"The Grinch Who Stoic 
Christmas," "Charlie Brown 
Saves Christmas," "Frosty the 
Snowman" and "Rudolph the 
Red-Nosed Reindeer." 
Second are the not so obvi-
ous choices. "A Muppet 
Christmas Carol" and 
"Scro~ged" take the classic 
Scrooge tale and put a modern 
spin on it. The first has 
adorable puppet characters we 
all love, with Michael Caine as 
bitter old Scrooge. The second 
has Bill Murray in the signa-
ture role and is darker, but just 
as funny. 
And if you're nof into cute 
and funny holiday movies, 
fear not. "Jack Frost" has its 
fair share of gore, horror and 
blood. If you're into 
action/adventure then rent 
"Die Hard." Or, if you're in 
the mood for laughs, check out 
Tim Allen in "The Santa 
Clause" or join the Griswolds 
for "National Lampoon's 
Christmas Vacation." The last 
choice, "Tim Burton's The 
Nightmare Before Christmas," 
deals. with Halloween a bit 
more, but is still a wonderful 
animated classic. 
Third are the choices you 
want to avoid like the plague. 
"Ernest Saves Christmas" is a 
particularly weak one and cer-
tainly not as funny as other 
Ernest movies. "Jingle All the 
Way" is so terrible it will 
make you hit your he;,d 
against the wall several timcs, 
which is probably more enjoy-
able than w~tching it. 
You may also want to avoid 
the "Oh Dear God No!" video 
choice; these include any spe-
cials involving John Tesh, 
Mary Kate and Ashley Olson 
or Kathie Lee Gifford. Just 
their names alone strike fear in 
the hearts of all people. 
So, stay in and enjoy some 
holiday fun, magic and splen-
dor. Forget about finals for 
awhile. 
' 
The ~inal 
SENIOR HAPPY HOUR 
Of The ~rne1tet 
BOB. S CAR WASH SYSTEMS 
® 
Wl1ere: · Pste'g Cayuga Bat 
When: 5 p.m. until 9 ~.m. 
Why: Qraat Dtink ~peciafg 
Join us for the LAST FOUR HAPPY HOURS 
of the semesterl 
YOUR MOM 
Would probably love 
a subscription to 
the Ithacan. For info 
call 274-3208. 
The ITHACAN. 
"'Tire 11e111spaper fer the. Ithaca Collef?e Comm1111i1y" 
A GREAT 
GIFT 
CAR WASH 
COUPONS 
r-::-----------.------- .--.. -7 
I This Certificate I This Certificate I 
I Is Worth S3.00 I Is Worth $5.00 I 
l Toward The I Toward The l 
Purcha~e of a Purchase of a I · I I I Bob's Coupori l Bob's Coupon I 
Book of Regular I Book of Super I 
: 6-Washe~ R 6-Washes I 
I * Retail Value $33.00 I* Retail Value $54.00 I 
I * Coupon Book Savings 5.50 I * Coupon Book Savings 9.00 I 
I * Certificate Savings -1.QQ 1
1 
* Certificate Savings l@ I 
: YOU PAY ONLY 24.50 YOU PAY ONLY 40.00 I 
I , $3.00 Of~ Each_ Book Purchased- : . $5.00-~ Eac~- Book Pur~haseo . : 
I . , . ~1th Thi~ Coupon, ' _ 1 · ·. . With_ This Coupon . . 1 L _ _ Expires 12/31/97 __ ,~ :....L. · · : .Expires 12/3 J/97 _ · _ _J 
ELfytIRA * HO~SEHEAD~ -~ BATH ~ ITHACA 
:l 
:l 
--j 
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TOP TEN 
1. "All Mine"- Portishead 6. "Good Aiddance"-Green Day 
2. "Bittersweet Symphony"-The 7. ""Sex and Candy"-Marcy 
Verve Playground 
3. "Brimful of Asha"-Cornershop 8. "You're Gorgeous"-Baby Bird 
4. "Brick" -Ben Folds Five 9. "Chick Magnet"- MXPX 
5. "3 a.m."- Matchbox 20 10. "So What!"-Jane's Addiction 
WICB's Top Ten is based on weekly airplay at WICB. 
• Stella's 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Tony Nassar 
Frlday-Bossa Rio Trio 
•The Haunt 
• The Nines 
ALL SHOWS START AT 10 P.M. 
Thursday-Sweet Wilham 
Friday-Lost Sailors 
Saturday-Ethyl 
• ABC Cafe 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Thursday-Sugarmoan 
Friday-Fabulous Thunderbirds 
Saturday-'80s Dance Party 
ALL SHOWS START AT 9:30 P.M. 
Friday-Roof us 
Saturday-Hank Roberts Trio 
Sunday-David Love Quartet 
• Common Ground 
SHOWS START AT 9 P.M., UNLESS NOTED 
Thursday-Dance music with DJ 
Bill 
• Key West 
SHOW STARTS AT 9 P.M. 
Friday-Dance music with DJ Calvin 
Saturday-Dance music with DJs 
Joey and Bill 
Saturday-Donna the Buffalo 
and Plastic Nebraska 
Featured Menu 
Prime Rib 
Grilled Chicken 
Ravioli 
Mashed Potatoes 
Vegetables 
Rice 
Soup and Salad Bar 
Dessert Bar 
and More! 
Meal Card Accepted! 
You MUST call for reservations at 27 4·3393 
Seabng IS hrruted 
Meal Card, Bonus Dollars, ID Express, MasterCard. Visa and Cash accepted 
TOWER 
CLUB 
,\ 1 11 It,\( ,\ 
, (> t I I(_; t 
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Musical memories 
Ihale !Im 11111c ol 1he )Car- -v.hL·n I h,l\'C (() 1h111I-.. ti! S()ll1L'll11n_l' (1) L hn,hL' for album, ol lhL· \L',11 I do11·1 v..1111 lo 
"Fly." I don·1 \\anl 10 he .1 "Barh1c (i11r· 
and I dori"l care .1hrnll ,p1un)-! up my Ille 
Thou)-!h I wa, pondcnng ahllul hL'lll)! lhc 
··i:rre"larler." I d1dn'1 \\anl Ill he l-..11odcd 
t.lown or c,Illed a 
"Bllch." I decided 
lo hrin)-! out what I 
thought wa,. truly 
the he"l If you 
don't lil-..e my p1cb 
that's al: right 
hecau,.e 'Tm free 
lo deude" (oh, that 
wa" la,! year) I 
have done my he.,1. 
and ii you th111k 
I'm cra1.y for not 
111dud111g Coun1111g 
Crow"· Third Eye 
131111d and the Squirrel Nut Z1ppcr,., il 1;, 
only hccau"c lho"c album" came oul la,! 
year. So. herc arc my lop picks: 
"What~ver and Evcr Amen." the 
sophomore effort Imm Ben Fold,. Fivc 1, 
truly my lavontc album ol 1997 
Combining ~killed piano play, willy quip" 
at society and tons of "tyle into each "ong 
this album truly covered all the hasc". 
My favorites mdude the kle1.1ner-lla-
vored "Steven's Last Night in Town," lhc 
heartfelt "Brick" and my all-time favorite 
track ahout rejection, "Song for the 
Dumped." Yeah, all of these themes have 
heen overdone, hut Ben, Roh and Darren 
put their own funky, unique spin on them. 
You can have your Gallagher hrothers 
and Spice Girb. I am happy enough with 
my Radiohead. From the fact thal they 
decided lo choose the six-mmute long 
"Paranoid Android" as their lead-off ~111-
gle to the computer-animated voice 111 
"Fitter, Happier." Rad1ohead has fled their 
i------·· 
I 
'>A,,,,"-,-,..___ A., ~.-,\ .. 
N //'4. H JrS. 
1. Ben Folds Five 
"Whatever and Ever Amen" 
2. Radiohead 
"OK Computer" 
3. Various Artists 
"The Saint Soundtrack" 
1111111111:a l'llta .a.a INm 1 IWlll'ltl ta 4 11111111 
old path lo a hnghter. more m,!IUJt.: dirc·c 
11011. Tiu" ma,terp1ec1: ol mu,1c,II \\h1111,, 
cannot he matchc<l, Imm the h11.irrc !)Ile·, 
111 "Karma Police" lo the I h>Wlll)-! melodic, 
111 "Let Down." 
l:veryone 1-..now, I am ,1 ,ucl-..n lor 
,oundlraci...~. ,o one ,0U11d11acl-... ··The: 
Sa1111," ha, made my lop three \V11h ,1 l111L·-
up 111clud111g ~uch great" a, Moh1. Lu,L1nu, 
Jacl-..,on and thc Chemical Brolhc·r, !hi... 
alhulll 1;, hard to hcal. 
The lop lhrce wcre redly hard lo p1d 
bccau,c such "lrong al 1111, were rclea,cd 
by the likes of Ever lear, · ·1ic Amanng 
Royal Crown,. and Moq ne S ne ol the 
he~t musical moment" this ye ave dele-
gated special titles for: Best genre Jump ,>I 
the year goes to Green Day lor their vwlin-
laced acoustic single "Good Riddance." 
The most eccentric alhum goe~ (() 
"When I Was Born for the Scvenlh Tum:" 
from Cornershop, which comhmes he.1h 
"lraight from India with ,.lid American 1dc-
ologics on the soon lo he cla""1c "Brimful 
of Asha." 
Overall, this year had "ome great p1en:, 
of musical history. and if you arc wonder-
ing, "MMMBop" isn't onc of them 
Our Customers Always 
Have A Merry Christmas! 
Wonderful Tree Ornaments & Tree To~ • Snow Village & DIC.kens 
Village I louses • Buyers' Oioice C.arolers • Snowbabies • Nutcrackers . 
Whimsical Christmas Stockings • :-1usic Boxes • Chnstrnas Cards -
Calendars • Candles • Giftwrap & Ribbons 
The Plantation 130 Ithaca Common5 
273-7231 Mon-Fri 10-9, Sat 10-6, Sun 11-5 
~4/Pmc.(i)Oldsmobile ®TOYOTA 
BRAD BUELL 
Sales :i;i~£:{ Leasing Consultant 
9<2 Class of · '89 
Bill Cooke 
Above Triphammer Plaza 
35 Cinema Dr. 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
Cadillac-Oldsmobile-Toyot 
Bus: (607) 257-1515 
Fax:(607) 257-4542 
brnoke@claintyrmmect com 
Let the Ithacan Accent 
your weekend plans. 
TheITHACAN 
--71,,. 11,·u·.111ap,·1 for rh,· /1/,{I( a Colll'g,· Co111111111111r .. 
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'Kombat' sequel kicks up a storm 
, 'Mortal Komhat: 
Annihilation" is 
great fun, although 
II 1sn 't quite a~ good as the origi-
nal. Bridgette Wilson and 
Chmtophcr Lambert 
arc ~orcly m1~scd as 
Sonya and Raiden, and 
the actors who took 
their places do not have 
nearly the ~amc charis-
ma. 
Bridgcllc Wilson 1s 
an entertaining action 
~tar (she was also Jack 
Slater's daughter in 
"Last Action Hero," 
and she heat up Adam 
Sandler in "Billy 
Madison.") I cannot 
understand why she took a minor 
victim role in "I Know What You 
Did Last Summer," instead of 
rcpmrng her hero role in this 
film. 
The new actress playing 
Sonya-Sandra Hess-has some 
good fighting moves, but ~he just 
doesn't have the same tough-girl 
persona as Bridgette Wilson. 
Christopher Lamhcrt is the 
king of cheesy action films. He 
hrings humor to his roles 111 silly 
stories that make them 
fun, like the 
"Highlander" ~cries 
and "The Hunted." 
In "Annihilallon," 
Raiden is played hy an 
actor named Jame~ 
Rcmar. who ~imply 
doc~ not have the nec-
essary humor. Also, his 
VOICC i~ JU~l LOO deep. 
Lamhcrt ha~ a some-
what high. ~cratchy 
voice, which adds a 
sen~e of irony to h1~ 
action movie role~ (::i contra~l Lo 
the deep voices of the likes of 
Sd1war1.cneg~cr and Stallone.) 
The rcturnmg actor~. Rohin 
Shou as Liu Kang and Talisa Soto 
as K11ana arc welcomed hack, and 
there arc some appealmg new 
characters. Loo Jax (Lynn "Red" 
Williams), who was only 111 the 
original hricny, has the hc~I lines, 
and Sindel (Musctta Vandcr), one 
of the new had guys, has some 
really cool C\'il powers (a high-
pitched ~crccch and hair that 
whips around as a weapon.) 
What's fun ahout these movies 
is that they arc cheesy martial arts 
storic~. hut they arc ahout the 
human ~pirit, and there arc really 
characters for people to relate to. 
The plot of this him picks up 
nght after the Mortal Komhat 
tournament of the first film. The 
emperor ha~ broken the ~acrcd 
rules of the tournament and will 
conquer Earth 111 ~ix days unless 
the heroes can develop the skill~ 
they need to defeat h11n 
For the human emotion cle-
ments. Lm Kang mu~t learn to 
overcome lus impulsivcnc~~. 
Sonya mu~t learn to trust others, 
Jax mu~l learn that his skill comes 
from within and not from technol-
ogy, and Raiden mu~t decide 
between mortals and his "God" 
Alien Resurrection 
* * * 1 By Fred Topel 
An intngumg story about DNA cloning and a mesmerizing 
visual style make this one of the best entries in the "Alien" 
series. 
In this entry, Ripley (Sigourney Weaver) must deal with 
the fact that she 1s a scientifically enhanced version of the 
original Ripley, now with a biological connection to the aliens 
she has made it her life's mission to exterminate. 
Since she has this new perspective, Sigourney Weaver is 
able to have more clever action hero lines than in previous 
films. The supporting cast is full of characters who go 
beyond the typical victim crew of some of the previous films. 
status. Something tells me 
that Christopher Lambert 
could have had a lot more 
fun with that concept. 
The fight scenes arc 
entertaining with an ener-
getic display of moves, 
and the video game moves 
arc incorporated into the 
movie smoothly. 
The best part of the 
movie, however, may he 
the audience. Whenever a 
new tighter c1,mcs on, all 
the kids 111 the theater 111_,_..,.,..1 lW'IQ•4lllll). 
know exactly who II is and 
what his or her special moves arc, 
and whenever the theme song 
come~ on, they all sing along. 
(This is really funny. because the 
song only has two words, "Mortal 
Komhat," so they sing along with 
th<· instrumental part, too.) 
With the same energetic action 
and human story as the first film, 
"Mortal Kombat: Annihilation" is 
a good sequel. The change in 
some of the actors is noticeable 
and distracting, and the unneces-
sary death of a major character in 
the first scene is extremely disap-
pointing (and makes no sense, 
since the character is in the sec-
ond video game, whereas Sonya 
was not in the second video game, 
and she's still in the movie.) 
Otherwise, it is still a lot of 
fun. The "Mortal Kombat" films 
have successfully built a fun, 
interesting legend around the 
story of the video games. 
Incognito 
--.-A.,, .....JL,,.. .....JL,,.. By Fred Topel 
N~ N""i 
This is a smaller, independent feature with a limited 
release, so you probably haven't heard of it, but if you get a 
chance to see it, I highly recommend it. The drama between 
the actors is fascinating, and the director beautifully visualized 
his own brilliant script. 
The film's symbolic message about the masks we wear 
and society's unfair expectations of us was moving. Lovely 
newcomer Maria Noon portrays this aspect of society like no 
mainstream actress could. 
This is the sort of movie that mainstream Hollywood 
should be making. 
HOYT'S CINEMA 4 
266-0717 
I Know What You Did Last Summer 
Mortal Kombat:Annihilation 
December 12-December 19 
HOYT'S PYRAMID MALL 
257-2700 
Scream 2 
For Richer or Poorer 
Home Alone 3 
Anastasia 
Pub I ication 
Ice Storm 
Midnight In The Garden of Good and 
Evil 
Starship Troopers 
CORNELL CINEMA 
255-3522 
She's So Lovely 
Chasing Amy 
Austin Powers· International Man of 
Mystery 
In the Company of Men 
Night Nurse 
Pretty in Pink 
CINEMAPOLIS 
277-6115 
Eve's Bayou 
The Full Monty 
The Rainmaker 
Alien Resurrection 
The Jackal 
Flubber 
Sneak Preview-Sat. at 7:30-As Good 
As It Gets 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Boogie Nights 
L.A. Confidential 
Gattaca 
Seven Years in Tibet 
Call the theaters for show times. 
You are invited to celebrate Midnight Mass with the 
Catholic Community of Ithaca College. 
··
1((-~onday,_ December IS -~ 12 a.m. 
rr.;.~PJ,l_'i'~tr 1"-Community Christmas Tree at" 10::30 yp.in:· 
Break 
Due to Winter Break, 
the Ithacan will not 
be publishing an • issue 
on Thursday, 
December 17. 
Publication will 
resume on 
Janua~ 22, 1998 
Th"ITJI/\CAN. 
"'The newspaper for llii h~c,a College Community" .':-, .··.' 
- ~- ~ ,, 1·1,;· ' ., 
•" • • ,a• •• -,_....,._..,t ~ , ... ~,c.••· .... ~~·--.:., 1 ,,., ;- ,~ .,~-~-~ .:_, , .... , ;. ·: I , 1,•I! \ 
T11E lrnACAN 
PERSONALS 
Karen, thanks for the food and com-
pany. See you at the banquet. 
-The boys-
Your mom is coming 2 Ithaca. New 
ska/swing/punk band. Lesley, 
Francine, Kelly and Jess have so 
much energy could take Ritalin off 
market. 
FOR RENT 
NEW 3 BEDROOM, unique con-
temporary, 2 blocks Commons, 2 
baths, natural gas, energy efficient, 
balconies, parking, furnished. Other 
units available. Must see-call soon! 
277-6260, 533-7324, 256-8782 .. 
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES 
FOR RENT for next year. 2-7 bed-
rooms. Nice places in great loca-
tions. Call Mike 275-9663 and leave 
message. 
QUIET GRAD/FACULTY COM-
PLEX. Furnish/unfurnished studios 
and lg. 1-bedrooms in Cayuga 
Heights. Includes Heat. 257-0313. 
location, location, location. Pros-
pect St. Aurora St. Hillview Pl. 
Eleven furnished apartments, most 
have free off street parking, some 
with 11 month leases. Can 
accomodate gruops of 2-12 people. 
Available Aug. 98. Call 273-5370 
for details. 
New apartments & other units for 
rent close to IC for Fall 98. Call 272-
5647, 280-3258 or 273-5192. 
FUNTASTIC SIX BEDROOM ex-
tra-large house, tastefully furnished, 
great location! 2 kitchens, 2 baths, 2 
porches! Free laundry, parking and 
TV! $285 per person. Available June 
or August '97. Two locations to 
choose from! Call Scot at 273-4 781. 
Large room in four bedroom house, 
for spring semester. Close to Ithaca 
College and Cornell. Female only. 
Available immediately, or January. 
272-6408, 347-4513. 
3 to 8 bedroom furnished houses. 
Closetol.C.273-4211 or272-1451. 
Two bdrm, very clean, spacious with 
deck, dishwasher, carpeting. Beau-
tiful scenery and view ideal for grads. 
Convenientto IC, Ithaca. 257-7299. 
Large, carpeted, furnished, 1, 3-7 
person apts. Large yard and porch, 
close to campus. 533-8637. 
4 large bedrooms, off street parking 
close to IC. Washer, dryer. Call 
272-4146. $1,275 +. 
Spacious 4 bedrooms, large living 
rooms, 2 baths, close to IC & Butter-
milk Falls. Washer, dryer, off st park-
ing. Call Rich 272-4146. $1,275 +. 
Spacious country setting. 4 large 
rooms, working fireplace, close to 
IC. Call Rich 272-4146. Off street 
parking. $1,275 +. 
3 bedroom apt. 1 block from Com-
mons. Great location. $825 incl. 
heat. Lease starts July or Aug. Call 
Rich 272-4146. 
3 bedroom on Hudson St. 1 block 
from Commons. Lease starts Dec. 
or Jan. for 6 mo. lease. $650 heat 
incl. Call Rich 272-4146. 
2 bedroom, living room, kitchen, 
Now Leasing for 
1998-99 School Year. 
Dozens of apartments and 
houses, located on South Hill 
and Downtown. Two bedroom 
up to seven bedrooms. 
Nice condition; most have 
laundry and parking. · 
Call Peter Penniman at 
387-5897, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
CLASSIFIED 
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bathroom. Near 6 mile creek & wild-
flower walk. $600 incl. heat. Call 
Rich 272-4146. ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to I.heJ1biii:.sl.n 
2 bedroom near IC & Buttermilk 
Falls. Country setting. Lease starts 
June or July. Call Rich 272-4146. 
For rent-2 rooms available 1-1-98 
in 5-bedroom house. $250 + 1 mo. 
with possible rent reduction M-F call 
Joan or Amy 256-0845. 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 Imes $1 each add1t1onal line 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each add1t1onal line 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line 
Pre-payment ,s required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ithaca College, 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca. NY 14850 
Phone (607) 274-3208 
Fax (607) 274-1565 
4 and 5 bedroom houses South Hill 
and Downtown. Two full baths, fully 
furnished. Nice condition, laundry, 
parking. 387-5897, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Hudson Heights studio apartments 
is renting for January 15, 1998, and 
for next year. Size of apt: one bed/ 
living room, kitchen, and a full bath-
room. Included in the rent: furniture, 
heat, electricity, water (hot & cold), 
parking, garbage & recycling facil-
ity, laundry rooms, and manage-
ment lives on the premises. Prices 
start at $400/month for one person 
per year. Some short-term leases _ 
are available. Located below Ithaca 
College and a 25-minute walk to 
Cornell. For an appointment call 
273-8473 or 272-7271. 
Four bedroom townhouses, houses, 
apartments available June and Au-
gust, quality housing, furnished, walk 
to IC, starting at $285/mo/person 
273-9300. 
Furnished 6-bedroom duplex. 
Great location, washer/dryer, off-
street parking. 273-3054. 
4 bedroom house available August 
1998. 2 full baths, fully carpeted, 
newly renovated, unfurnished or 
furnished, free washer and dryer, 
free off-street private parking, no 
pets, downtown, 273-6828. 
On the Commons-large, spacious 
3 bedroom aptartment. Furnished, 
includes heat. Available for next 
school year. 272-7441. 
SE.VEN BEDROOM HOUSE down-
town near Commons. Two kitch-
ens, two and a half baths, extra attic 
room for entertaining. Fully fur-
nished, laundry, off-street parking. 
Low rent. 387-5897, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
East HIil Properties. Spring and 
fall. Good selection of furnished 
apartments, houses and rooms near 
Commons and Collegetown. 277-
5669. 
Great location to IC and down-
town. Modem, furnished 6-bedroom 
duplex, 1 1/2 baths, washer/dryer, 
off-street arkin . 273-3054. 
SPRING SUBLET JAN.-MAY 1998. 
2 BEDROOMS, 2 FLOORS, 
LARGE KITCHEN, BACKYARD, 
PRIVATE, CATS OK, HUGE, 
MUST SEEi 2n-5338. 
WE NEED A HOUSEMATE NOW. 
Female needed for nice house m a 
great location to share with other 
females. Call Mike at 277-9663 and 
leave message. 
Sublet our 3 bed. on N. Auroral 
Clean, roomy, lots of extras! $295/ 
person incl. all! Call 254-4339 day/ 
272-4939 eve. Negotiable lease. 
Spring 98. Ideal for one. Cozy stu-
dio on East Hill. Quiet residential 
area. $270 + 1 /2 utilities. 277-6351. 
HOUSEMATE NEEDED! AMAZ-
ING SUBLET spring semester. Fully 
furnished 10-room apartment. Huge 
bedroom available. Washer/dryer, 
off-street parking. 5 min. walk to IC. 
Call now! 277-6091. 
Need sublet for lovely downtown 
house. Spacious includes washer 
& dryer. Three levels. Second story 
room available. Only $230/month. 
Call Courtney @ 277-7992. 
Two roommates needed for Spring 
'98. Great location, ample parking, 
$310 a month. Call Chris or Dave 
256-8975. 
Room available for sublet for Spring 
'98. Close to campus-Hudson 
Street. If interested please call 272-
3489. 
Looking to sublet this summer? Up 
to 5 people-close to campus $250. 
month+ utilities. Call 375-2811. 
NOTICES 
ATTENTION: LIVE PSYCHIClll 24 
HRS. Call 1-900-329-1169 ext. 
7473. $3.99 per min.-must be 18 
yrs. Serv-U (619) 645-8434. CALL 
NOW! 
Free cash grants! College. Scholar-
ships. Business. Medical bills. Never 
Repay. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 
ext. G-15090. 
Seized cars from $175. Porsches, 
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, 
Covettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your 
Area. Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. 
A-15090 for current listings. 
Eck worship service Sun. Dec. 14 
11 a.m.-noon, Triphammer Lodge. 
Topic: "Getting Our of Our Own 
Way." Includes Eck reading, Hu 
song, discussion. Public invited. 
Sponsored by New York Satsang 
Society Inc., affiliate of Eckankar. 
Info: 1-800-749-7791 X 480. http:1/ 
www .eckankar.org 
-C~llege Circle Apartments 
·Two,~' Four, and Five Bedroom Apartments 
Available for 1998 -1999 
You :can sign a lease now, but if you 
doitt"get off-campus permission, all 
· deposits are returned!!! 
Furnished, free parking,on-site laundry, 
-2~hour emergency maintenance 
WC? still have a few apartments and/or rooms 
available for the spring semester 1998 
Next to the Ithaca College Campus 
277-1221 
~ 
TRAVEL 
**SPRING BREAK ... TAKE 2 .. Or-
ganizegroup! Sell 15 ... Take2 Free. 
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, 
Florida, Barbados, Padre & More. 
Free Parties, Eats & Drinks. Sun 
Splash Tours 1-800-426-771 0. 
*"*EARN FREE TRIPS AND 
CASH!*** Class Travel needs stu-
dents to promote Spring Break 1998! 
Sell 15 tnps & travel free' Highly 
motivated students can earn a 
free trip & over $10,000! Choose 
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazat,an, Ja-
maica or Florida! North America's 
largest student tour operator' Call 
Now! 1-800-838-6411 
Spring Break '98. Best Prices to 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & 
Florida. Group discounts & Free 
Drink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn Cash, 
& Go Free! 1-800-234-7007. 
. www.endtesssummertours.com 
"*SPRING BREAK •99•• Free food 
and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas, Ja-
maica and Florida from just $399. 
Organize a small group and travel 
FREE! Highest commissions and 
lowest prices guaranteed. Call Surf 
& Sun Tours to become a campus 
representative (800) 574-7577 
www.surfandsuntours.com 
EMPLOYMENT 
Sales Help Wanted: experience 
helpful. New location at Pyramid 
Mall. All sh,tts available 1nclud1ng 
management positions. Part-lime 
and full-time. Apply m person (poster 
booth m front of Record Town) or 
call Stefan at Fun Collectibles· 266-
7418. 
Student Position Available. -~ne 
D1v1s1on of Cont,nwng Education 
and Summer Sessions has one stu-
dent ·pos1t1on available. lnd1v1dual 
must be available to work part-lime 
during the spring semester and full-
time during the summer Applicants 
must be undergraduate or graduate 
students returning to Ithaca ,n the 
fall. Prior office experience pre-
ferred. Applications are available m 
the Division of Continuing Educa-
tion, 120TowersConcourse (across 
the hall from Subway). 
James E. Gardner, Jr. 
H,E,&T., EMTA.TE 
A.. G:ren,"te:r MeI.ec"t:loia. o"I'. 
A...pn,:r"tm.eia."ts :I.II. the 
Itbn,ca, A..:rea:t-
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 
_.,._._ N - T1.011;0, t!!ltreet 
• Northij 
-w.ooD 
-257.4037 
A/fordab~ "-u,y and con_.,,,/ 
s,,clus,on ,n °" SltJ<fc. I, ] & J 
1-Jroomoponr,,.,,,rs 
-----= [ttSUGHT 
'VIB%E 
257-3311 
En,oy --.poonoly lot~. alladd,J,, 
I & ] bedroom  
~~T 
257.5200 
0..,6')',~Sll.d>o, 
1,]&Jbedroom~,n 
apai-~"""'19 
L,\NSING 
\.\·E·~·I 
257.54"4 
SIOpnoprwocyond 
rpaca,snrss,, our ,a,d,a. I, 2 & J 
bedoom-
i6iiiliilliililill are occasionally subject 
to, shall we say, a less than professional 
response to their apartment needs. 
Our studio, 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
apartments will provide you with 
the care, quiet. and privacy you 
seek, all at affordable rents. 
Amenities include spacious floor plans, 
all-electric kitchen with dishwasher and 
disposal, wall-to-wall carpeting, air 
conditioning, private balconies, free 
trash & recycling pickup, laundry 
facilities, parking with private garages 
available. Swimming pool and beautt-
fully landscaped grounds. 
Furnished models for viewing open: 
Monday-Friday 9-5 
Saturday Ir Sunday 10-1 
Visit us on line at: 
www.ithaca-apartments.com 
!,, \/'..Ii.:.-!, .. \..~".. \I''-'·• .. &. ',/ • • • I • I I I t t I • I I I t I t t t I • t I I t I • I t I I •• 4 t I t I t t t I I • , • , • , , • • • 0 • 0 ., ..,", 
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OVER THE HEDGE • BY MICHAEL FRY AND T. LEWIS 
C 1 lfl7 Unrt~ feature Syndteato Inc 
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THEITHACAN 
CHAOS 
• BY BRIAN SHUSTER 
@ STO'P 
Or. Jekyll and Mr. Coffee 
"I'm not sure what we're doing tonight ... Spot 
wants to go over to Rex's place ... he heard 
there's a cat cornered over there.• 
a 
! 
.j 
I 
r 
SPORTS 
T11ElTHACAN 
By Betsy Crawford and 
Ryan Lillis 
Ithacan Staff 
For nearly 60 years, Ithaca College has been synony-mous with the word 
"Bombers" when it comes to ath-
letics. But that name didn't 
always belong. 
According to an article on the 
Ithaca College home page titled, 
"From whence came the 
Bomber," between 1926 and 
1931, when the College was 
known as the Ithaca Conservatory 
and Affiliated Schools, Ithaca 
College's nickname varied. Early 
accounts stale that the two most 
popular nicknames were the Blue 
and Gold and the Ispies, from 
ISPE, the acronym for the Ithaca 
School of Physical Education. 
On Oct. 16, 1936, The Ithacan 
surveyed the student body on 
what nickname would best suit 
the school. This request was 
repeated on Oct. 30 and again on 
Nov. 13, and a final decision was 
planned for Jan. 8, 1937. Among 
the suggestions were the Blue 
Streaks, Gladiators, Ramblers 
and Cayugas. · 
On Jan. 22, 1937, it was 
declared the student body had 
preferred Cayugas above the rest. 
An article in The Ithacan read: 
"Henceforward, all athletic 
teams representing Ithaca College 
shall be denoted by the historical 
Indian name derived from this 
section of the country-"The 
Cayugas.'" 
Meanwhile, the area media 
had decided on a different mas-
cot. In a Dec. 17, 1938 article 
printed in the Rochester Times-
U11io11, the Ithaca College men's 
basketball team was referred to as 
the Bombers for the first time. 
"The Bombers will then swing 
into the north country for a game 
·I- :-'!, 
~ ;, 
with Clarkson," the article read. 
This name was also used by the 
Syracuse Post-Standard on Jan. 
25, 1939, referring to the same 
team. 
It wasn't until Oct. 27, 1939, 
that the name was used by The 
Ithacan. 
Reports vary as to the deriva-
tion of the nickname. Some theo-
ries refer to the "Bronx 
Bombers" or to Joe Louis, "the 
Brown Bomber," a prominent 
boxer at the time. Another theory 
alludes to the development of an 
Air Force program at the time of 
American preparation for World 
War II. 
But the most frequent account 
relates the nickname of the men's 
basketball team of the 1930s. 
According to an article written 
by April Madres that appeared in 
the 1996 Cayugan, the team 
played in a small gym located 
where a Mobil gas station now 
stands on the comer of Aurora 
and Buffalo Streets in downtown 
Ithaca. The gym floor was abnor-
mally small and Ithaca players 
were known for tossing half-
court bombs. 
Though there have been sev-
eral movements to have the name 
changed, Ithaca College athletes 
remain Bombers. Efforts to 
change the College's nickname 
during the Vietnam War and 
again in 1980 and 1990 have 
been unsucce!isful. A plethora of 
letters lo the editor and rallies by 
students and faculty have fallen 
short of switching the name to a 
less war-like term. 
To this day, the origin of the 
Bombers remains a mystery. 
Whether it was derived from a 
tiny gym or from a prominent 
sports hero of the 1930s, the 
Bombers have been a fixture in 
South Hill athletics for nearly six 
decades. 
Sh~me, shc;ime,-l l(now yo_µr __ narne 
The nicknames of some lesser known iristiMions, as listed In the 
1996-97 Blue Book of College Athletics: 
• Albany College of Phannaey Pink Panthers (women's only) 
• Bradford College F',ghting SquirT81s 
• Eartham CoUege Hustlin' Quakers 
• University of Hawaii-Hilo Vu~ 
• University of Illinois-Springfield Prairie Stars 
• lmmaculata ·collegjfMighty Macs 
• Johnson Bibi• College Evangels 
• Lincoln Memorial Unlverslty.Rallsplitte,s; Lady Aailsplitters 
• University of Missouri-Kansas City' Kangaroos 
• North Carolina Wesleyan College Battling Bishops 
• Oregon Institute of Technology Hustlln'· Owls 
• Presbyterian College Blue Hose; Lady Blue Hose 
• University of Puerto Aico-Mayaguez Tarzans; Janes 
• Texas Christian University Homed Frogs; Lady Homed Frogs 
• Trinity Christian College Trolls 
• Walla College Express 
• WhHtler College Poets 
• Yeshiva University Maccabees 
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Missing identity 
By Betsy Crawford and 
Ryan Lillis 
Ithacan Staff 
To end all rumors, Ithaca 
College athletic teams will 
always be called the Bombers. 
That is, if Athletics Director 
Betsy Alden has anything to do 
with it. 
"There is no interest and it 
will not happen that we will 
ever go away from the term 
Bomber," Alden said. 
The first-year athletics direc-
tor noted history and tradition as 
reasons for keeping the nick-
name. Although disputed in its 
origin, the name Bomber is 
unique lo any other college in 
the country and, according to 
Alden, it should be marketed. 
Colleges arc often recog-
nized by their marks, figures 
like Baby Jay the Kansas 
Jayhawk, or Otto the Syracuse 
Orangemen. Even Cortland 
State has the Red Dragon, but 
Ithaca College lacks a defining 
icon. 
"IA mascot] adds a lot to a 
team," Ithaca women's basket-
ball forward Margo McGowan 
said. "It's the first thing you ~cc 
and JI makes you think of the 
school." 
Alden, along 
with head 
baseball coach George 
Valcsenle, has started a process 
that she hopes will lead to a pro-
posal for a new team logo. 
Graduate studcnL-; m the corpo-
rate communication department 
have started the process. 
"One of the things [ want to 
do is market Ithaca College ath-
letics to the local and regional 
communities," Alden said. 
According to both Alden and 
Valcscnte, the goal of a new 
mascot 1s to make it as inoffen-
sive as possible. Some recognilc 
a bomber plane as a violent and 
war-like symbol. 
'Tm interested in a logo that 
represents the athletics depart-
ment," Valesente said. "I'm not 
interested in depicting anything 
that could be harmful to any-
one." 
Both Alden and Valcscntc 
stressed campus mvolvemcnt in 
the final decision-making 
process. They have entertained 
the idea of a contest m which the 
logo would be decided by the 
student body. 
Though the final deci\ion 
will be made by the admini~tra-
uon, the student population will 
have a great deal of mpul al 
allaming the final design 
The goal: make the Ithaca 
College Bomber as iden-
tifiable a~ Otlo 
and Raby 
Jay 
Photo courtesy of 1996 Cayugan 
The Ithaca College mascot is currently a student dressed in a 
bomber pilot uniform. The mascot can be found at home athletic 
contests. A more definitive logo is being sought for the College. 
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Dedications 
J\n a1hlcl1c learn \\orl,_, h"-L'. ,1 
pu11.le. W1lhoul one of 11~ piece,, 
the puu.le will not be complch: 
Some of the m1~smg piece~ arc 
not ab~ent by choice 
#25. It decorate~ the lcfl ~lceve 
of the women\ ba~ketball team·\ 
warm-up shirts and adorn~ the 
wooden lacrosse ~hootmg wall 
next lo Ko~trinky softball field. 
Nov. 18, 1997. The women·~ 
basketball team learns II~ tri-cap-
lain, teammate and friend, Knsu 
Clark, sustained season-ending 
injuries in an automobile acci-
dent. Frequent trips to the hospi-
tal by teammates gave Clark, the 
#25 senior guard, the inspiratmn 
she needed --------
lo guide her 
through her 
hospital 
stay. The 
team's gift, 
a large, 
fluffy white 
teddy bear, 
sat on her 
bed to help 
her through 
visitorlcss 
nights. 
Team 
members will have the warm-up 
shirts for the rest of their lives. yet 
unselfishly decided lo replace 
their own numbers with Clark\ 
number 25. 
May 6, 1995, Getlysburg, Pa. 
The men's lacrosse team lose~ 
~ophomore Craig '"Sherh .. 
Shcrhmsk1 to a rare blood~tream 
infection called mcninf:ococ-
ccmia ll wa~ the 111ghl hcfon: the 
laq gamc of h1, ~ophomorc 
,eason. a game thc #25 Jdcn,I\L' 
midfielder ne\·er playl'.d 
#25. Thi~ 1~ r1<1l lo ,aJ that 11 
you wear #25 you \I di suffer .1 
~eason-endmg m_11irJ or 11or,~·. 1! 
i~ just coinc1dcnn: 
Honoring inJured or dcn:a~ed 
athlete~ or leammall'.~ r~ often 
found in college and prnfc~~tonal 
sports today. It \\a~ e\rdent rn the 
1997 World Serie~ \\ hcn the 
Florida Marlin~ \\ore #32, honor-
ing pitcher Alex Fcrnandct. who 
suffered a season-ending rotator 
cuff tear pnor to the Serie~. 
The Univer~ity of Hawaii 
recently dedicated ll~ football 
locker room and set up a scholar-
ship fund honoring placck1cker 
Shannon Smith, wlw J1ed three 
days before 111~ 21 ,1 birthday la~t 
spring. 
From the campu.., of Ithaca 
College to the ,~lamb of Hawa11. 
athletic figures arc honmed .111d 
remembered 111 ,1milar way~ Life 
and ~port~\\ ill go on. and w111, or 
lmse-; wil I be marl,_cd 111 thc 
~corrng column, hut lL'am\ who 
lu~e captarn~. te.1mn1a1c~ or 
friends will lll'Vcr be the ~ame. 
for some. like Fernande; and 
Clark, there 1s lomorrnw and next 
season. But for the lcammale~ of 
Sherbimki or Sn111h, the lo~~ 1~ 
eternal 
- ·, 
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Bombers open dual-meet season with victory 
The Bomber wrestling team hegan Its dual-
meet season Wednesday, defeatmg the Oswego 
Lakers, 21-13 in the Ben Light Gymnasium. 
Ithaca received victories from junior Dan 
Butler, sophomore Felix Martinel., freshmen J.P 
Bollette, Ryan Citoli and Bretl Bakely Bakcly's 
match went into overtime, where he pulled out a 
victory 11 seconds 11110 the sudden-death period 
with a two-point takedown. 
"That was the key lo the whole w111, no qucs-
llon," head coach Marty Nichob said. "He did 
what he had to du by pushmg II into ovcrt11nc, tir-
mg the guy out and capitalizing on his mistake at 
the end." 
The Bomher:-. head to Buffalo on Fllllay to 
take on Ea~tern Michigan and Georgia Slate 
Intramural basketball finals 
Thursday night the championships for fall 
intramural haskethall will take place from 7 p.m. 
to 11 p.m. m Ben Light Gymnasium. 
The women\ teams will start the evening off 
with a game hetween the Leapmg L1Z1.ards and 
Huskies Two. Men's b-divis1on will follow with 
play from Above the Rim and Nally leers as they 
compete for the title. Team Fugce and Captain 
Gccch will battle m the c-div1sion semi-pro 
championship starting at 9 p.m. The men's a-divi-
sion pro championship will be Goldberg vs. the 
Bearded Ballers beginning at 10 p.m. 
New position in Athletics Department 
·n1c Ithaca College Athletics Department 1s 
erealing a position that will serve as the link 
between the athletics department and faculty. l11e 
chosen person will he named al the end of the 
month and will assist As~m:1ale Athletics Director 
Kristen Ford. There arc currently eight faculty 
members interested. The mdiv1dual's duties will 
include allending conventions with Athletics 
Director Betsy Alden and other athletics depart-
ment staff. 
Men's club volleyball set for sprin~ 
Closmg out its tall preseason play, the men·~ 
duh volleyball team competed m a tournament al 
East Stroudsburg University Sunday. The squad's 
last tournament of the semester was a disappoint-
ing one, a~ it dropped three of its four matches. 
Ithaca lmt to New York University. 2-0, 
Rutgers University. 2-1 and New Jersey Institute 
of Technology. 2-0, which 1s ranked second in the 
n,llion for D1v1s1nn II varsity teams. The crew 
ca:ne away with a 2-0 victory over New Pal11.. 
Ithaca begins its season 111 the sprmg with a 
tournament at home on Feh. 14. 
Spring club teams preview 
After complctmg the fall pn:~eason with a 
m.:ord of 3-2. men·~ club 1cc hockey will start 
skatmg m the middle of January. The team com-
petes in the Eastern Collegiate Hockey Le~igue. 
Ithaca women's club rugby beg ms pracllcmg 
after winter hrcak for Its spring season, which 
hcgins in early March. The squad owned a 2-1-1 
fall record. 
Ithaca's ski111g team anxiously aw all~ the 
begmning of its season on Jan. 17 at a location yet 
to be announced. 
Compiled by Michelle Dorsch 
and Kristin Muenzen 
Men swim to .500 mark 
By Christopher 
O'Connell 
Ithacan Staff 
After losing its last three 
meets, the Ithaca College men's 
swimming and diving team 
drowned Oswego, 144-90 
Tuesday in Oswego to reach .500 
for the first time since Nov. 22. 
"Going into the meet, losing 
was not an option," said junior 
Jason Morini, who placed first in 
the 1,000-yard freestyle event. 
"We knew we were the better 
team and had to beat them." 
An outstanding team effort 
netted the Bombers first-place 
finishes in nearly every non-div-
ing event. Senior Tim Marshall 
won the 50- and I 00-yard 
freestyle races. Sophomore Rob 
Finne took first in the 200-yard 
breaststroke while freshman Ryan 
Spencer won the 200-yard 
freestyle. 
Oswego took first in the one-
and three-meter diving portion of 
the meet, as well as the I 00-yard 
backstroke. With a commanding 
144-81 lead, Ithaca exhibitioned 
the final event, the 400-yard 
freestyle relay. 
"We expected to win this meet 
and we swam really well," junior 
Matt Jones said. "By the end of 
the meet, we were all having fun 
and competing against each 
other." 
In their first compe11t1on in 
almost three weeks at Friday and 
Saturday's Franklin and Marshall 
Invitational, the Bombers placed 
fifth out of 11 teams. The 1997-98 
team finished two places higher 
than la,;t year's squad al the same 
Invitational. In the Invitational, 
junior Scott Pavlick touched sec~ 
ond in the 100-yard backstroke 
and third in the I 00-yard 
freestyle. 
. "The Franklin and Marshall 
Invitational hosts some of the best 
east coast schools. in the nation," 
said head coach Kevin 
Markwardt. "It was our toughest 
meet and our placing was irrele-
vant. I wanted to see how we 
would perfonn as individuals. 
Right now, two-thirds of our team 
is s~imming really well, we just 
have to get the other one-third to 
perfonn better." 
The Bombers (3-3) have three 
dual meets and two invitationals 
remaining in the regular season. 
If the Bombers continue to swim 
well, they could continue swim-
ming and diving into late March 
in St. Louis at the NCAA 
Division llI Championship. 
The Bombers next meet is Jan. 
14 against Geneseo in the Hill 
Cen~i" Pool. D\,lripg the long win-
ter layoff, the Bombers take time 
ofl' before they train in Florida for 
IO days in January to· prepare for 
the remainder of the season. 
"Sout:h Hill's Best: Kept: Secret:" 
DECEMBER 11, 1997 
Compiled by Lindsey Saltzgiver 
What was the most controversial 
event to happen this semester? 
''When Latrell Sprewell choked and punched 
his coach and got suspended for the year." 
Dan Brothers '01 
International Business 
"The Incident when Tyson bit a part of 
Holyfield'• ear off." 
Rob Carman '01 
Exercise Science 
"The Cortland fans blowing whlstles 
at the Cortaca game." 
Sarah Carver '99 
Athletic Training 
"NBA All-Star Scottie Pippen deciding not to 
return to his five-time champion Chicago 
Bulls." 
Michael Cole '01 
History 7-12 
"The suspension of Latrell Sprewell from the 
Golden State Wanlora was very controveralal. 
I think worse things have happened, but you 
have to start somewhere." 
Jean-Jamil Rojer '00 
Exploratory 
"The most controvenlal event would have to 
be the Sprewell Incident." 
Graham Sevigny '00 
Athletic Training 
"When C.rlealmo was abusing Sprewell, 
because I don't think coac..._ should abuse 
their players." 
Mike Sperandio '01 
Business Management 
"The whistle being blown on the Cortland side 
In the laat minute of the Cortaca Jug game 
and the clock stopped.• 
Chad Sterling '01 
Sport Manaeement 
"The Marlins winning the World Serles so early 
In Ila existence." 
Ryan Tiltoly '01 
Health and Physical Education 
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Women successful 
without any points 
By Michael Kennedy 
Ithacan Contributor 
----- --- ----------- - -- --
The race for the slate champi-
onship is underway. 
The starting gun was fired 
Saturday al Cornell's Barton Hall, 
signifying the beginning of a new 
season for the women's indoor 
track and field learn. Team scores 
were not kept and the athletes 
took the opportunity to focus on 
the enjoyment of competition. 
"This meet is very low key," 
said head coach Kelli Bert. "l11is 
meet is kind of a reward for the 
ladies who trained hard during 
fall track. They did strength work 
all fall to make sure we arc ready 
come February. No one wants to 
get hurt or peak in December." 
Even with the relaxed environ-
ment, sophomore Ali Meier 
missed the national qualifying 
standard in the high jump hy only 
a quarter inch. Meier cleared 5 
feet 4 3/4 inches before failing to 
clear the qualifying height of 5 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Wo~en's head coach Kelli Bert gives sideline encouragement to 
sophomore Sherri Spitz (left) In the 3,000-meter race Saturday. 
feet 5 1m:hc\. 
"I am ~al1~ficd with my pcrfor-
mam:c," ~he ~aid. "I! 1~ early in 
the ~ca~on, hut I did _1ump hcttcr 
in this meet than I did all of ht\l 
season." 
Sophomore Cmn Miller, 
injured all of la~t sca~on, compet-
ed in the high Jump and 4x400-
meter relay Saturday. She cleared 
5 feet 2 inches in the high jump; 
and determined to come back 
!>lrong from a calf injury, she cov-
ered the relay distance in I :04.5, 
impressing her coach. 
"She had never run a quarter-
mile for us, and she did a great 
job." Bert said. 
A second-place finish by the 
4x800-mctcr relay team bright-
ened the day for the middle dis-
tance and distance runners. 
Leading the way for the relay 
team was sophomore Rayne 
Dingman, who finished her half-
mile split with a time of 2:25.2. 
Dingman's relay team, freshman 
Katie Knapp, sophomore Leslie 
Watkins and scn10r Erin 
O'Connell, ran well enough for 
Bert to say this group of half-mil-
ers could be a fonnidable relay 
team later in the season. 
Senior Heather McGimpsey 
placed fifth in the 5,000-mcter 
race with a time of 19:48.2. 
Sophomore Katie Albinsk1 fin-
ished sixth in the triple jump. 
All in all, it was a productive 
day for the Bombers. 
"It was e.good start," Berl said. 
"A lot of the ladies left the meet 
feeling excited, and arc looking 
forward to the rest of the season." 
The Bombers compete next on 
Jan. 24 at the Brandeis 
Invitational. 
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The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Junior Leigh Gochenour bends around Cornell's high jump bar. 
The 14-team meet included Binghamton, Cortland and Mansfield. 
Indoor ignition for men's track and field 
Two sophomores qualify for state meet in Cornell winter tune-up 
By Gerilyn M. Curtin 
Ithacan Staff 
The test drive. 
In the first trip of the season, 
the men's indoor track and field 
team started its engines al the 
non-scoring Cornell Relays 
Saturday. 
"This was kind of like a 
progress check or a little pop quiz 
to see where we arc l.!-t," head 
coach Jim Nichols said. "It gives 
the kids a chance to be individu-
als." 
Sophomores Mike Pederson 
(6.68) and Mike Henn (6.69) 
qualified for the New York State 
College Track Championship 
(NYSCTC)in the 55-metcr dash. 
Although junior Ian Golden 
placed second in the 3,000-meter 
(9: 11.2), he was not pleased with 
his performance. 
"[The distance runners) are all 
working from cross country," 
Golden said. "We haven't been 
able to get any speed in our legs 
making the switch from five-mile 
rnurses to the 200-mctcr track. It 
will take a lilllc while to get used 
10 it." 
Seniors Chris Waldron and 
Bryan Emerson, along with 
Juniors Scoll Williams and Joe 
Messer teamed to place second in 
the distance medley relay with a 
time of l0:4]. 
Waldron said the team started 
The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
Junior runner Ian Golden takes a break and a drink of Nater after 
finishing second In the men's 3,000-meter run at Corr.ell Saturday. 
the season well, hut is still in the 
process of fine tuning. 
"I'm a little tired hut it w~ the 
first meet of the year," he \aid 
"We're still 1ry111g lo work all the 
cohwchs out." 
______ _! ~- ... 
nnr121n111 • no++ 
The 4x400-mctcr 
relay team consisting 
of Pedersen, ~cn1or 
Jarrod Cushmg, sopho-
more Ja~on Kucma, 
and Waldrom teamed 
to place third. 
• In the 4x800-mctcr 
relay, cu~hing, 
Waldron, Emcr~on and 
freshman Nick Ryan 
placed third with a time 
of 8: 12.03. 
Senior Mark 
Bowles placed 12th in 
the long jump (6.42). 
Senior Andy 
Weishaar ran to a fifth-
place showing in the 
5,000-mctcr event 
( 16:02.98 ). 
After placing sec-
ond in the NYSCTC The Ithacan/Kelly Burdick 
meet last year, the team Freshman Ryan Becker hopes for balance 
is strivmg to he on top in the men's triple jump sand pit Saturday. 
in 1998. N1chob \a1d !la: te.1111 ha, 
"We're looking to wm \late\ 
tlm year, ~o I th111k we will do 
really well," senior Andy 
Wc1~haar ~aid. ··\vc·1e \hort lln 
pole ,aultcr:-.. but olhL'1 1ha11 that. 
\\c·rl' \lrong 111 nerv1h1n_!c L'l,L' ·· 
N1clH1I, .igrl'c'd "n lhl' IL',1111 ·, 
(l..:plh 
··()w :-.llcnglli \\Ill i1c· llUI h,ii-
,llll'C ... hl' \aid ... , l)1111k \\ L' \\ 111 
Ill' able to ~corl' 111 a J.,1 .,f area, 
Oul of 20 L'\·cnh, !P llnly ha\'C 
llne th.it\ empty 1~ prclly golld ·· 
unproved 'illCL' la,1 ,,·.1,.i11 ·, 
Cornell Relay\. hL·11,·1111_!c 11, 11111c 
Ill ~l'Vel a) e\ Cllh 
"Tll \l'l' lhL'lll ,,, ' I 1lll .111<1 11,·1 
lllrm .11 .1 111~'1 I,·,.: ,111lt,,tt1 1 ·, 
Ill!,! lo !1 t·.1k I'- l'\.._ J ·1~: {p ,.._'l 
,aid "'\\ ,· 1,· 11 ., , •• 1-.I , ,: 11 I . 
\\c" \\L"ll' i.t,! I c',I 
·1 hL' S,,ullt 11.' .1, .. n: I • 
hIL'Llk ll"Ill \..\'lllj~ .. 1.~· L:ll\! 1 _l,11\ 
2-l, \\ !ten 11 I. ,I\ l'!, Ill lltL· 
Brandel\ Im 11at11,,1,tl 111 \\.il1h.1111. 
Ma~~-
.. 
•.· 
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Women's basketball stops Dragons 
By Jon Alhart 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College women's 
haskctball team is hatting 1.000. 
After Tuesday night's 61-47 
victory at Cortland. the halh:luh 1~ 
the proud owner of a S-0 renm.J. 
the best start for the team s1111:e an 
11-0 hcginning to the 1974-75 
season. 
"Now we face a ne\\ d1k111-
ma," head coach Chn~llne 
Pritchard said. ··wc·,e ne,o:r 
really had thi~ kind of ~ucce~~ 
hcfore. We arc trying not to thml,. 
of the 5-0 and ,1ust look forward to 
game six. [It] 1~ in thc pa~t. and 
we'll let the media take care of 
the hype." 
Early on, the Red Dragons 
were knocked around worse than 
a pitcher after hanging a curvc-
ball. Ithaca jumped out to an early 
lJ- I lead in the first four minutes. 
"We arc beating the teams we 
nccd to heat," said senior forward 
Margo McGowan, who led the 
Bombers with 17 points and IJ 
ri:hound~. "It is a wonderful start 
because 1t' •~ rwt indinduals that 
arc tal-.rng ,n~·r-it r~ our team 
that 1.11-.c~ ,na ·· 
ll1i: team conci:pt has given 
Ithaca a gold-glove ddensi: 
which produced IS ~teals. Thi: 
Shooting blues 
Men's hoops can't score in Cortland loss 
By John H. White 
Ith,1c;in St,1ff 
They traveled lo Cortland 
looking for a ~park. Imtcad they 
got lrt up 
The men·, lw,1,.cthall team 0-
2) fi111\hcd another mcon~i~tcnt 
week. getting thra~hcd hy 
Cortland 76-52 and narrowly 
dcfcatrng Kcuka 79-75. 
Tue~day, the Red Dragon~ (4-
3) burned the Bomher~ in Ithaca\ 
wor~t dclcat ~111cc a los~ to RIT in 
the 1986-87 ~c.1~on. 
Cortland torched the visitor~ 
from outside the three-point line, 
~hootrng 46 percent. The Red 
Dragons hcgan their torrid assault 
beyond the arch in the fir~t half, 
making ~even of 14. 
"Tonight they were on fire,'' 
_1unwr tn-captain Brendan Killeen 
,,tid "They ju~t turned it on 
.1ga111~t u~. We tried many <lckn~-
c~. hut their guards were on fire." 
When Cortla°nd ~hot the lighb 
out, Ithaca mi~~cd the target like 
blind men in the dark. The 
Bombers· shootrng woe~ reached 
a sca~on-lo\\ at 36 percent, 
rnduding 14 percent from three-
point range. 
Once agarn, Ithaca could not 
control the boards again~! a team 
that 1~ only a half an inch taller, 
lo~rng 43-29 on the glas~. 
"We haven't con~1~tcntly done 
a good job on the boards yet this 
year," mtcrirn head coach Jrm 
Mullins ~aid. ··we try to get two 
~hot attempt~ on each shot. hut II 
didn't happen once Ill the ~ccond 
hall. You can bet we will be dorng 
rcboundmg dnlb in practice." 
Senior tri-captarn Enc Pitcher 
kd the Bomber\ offcn\1,·cly. 
~coring 25 prnnh and adding 
,even rebound~ 
"Rebound111g and ~teal\ come 
Imm effort." Killeen ~aid." 1·111 
not gorng to say the players did 
not give a lot of effort. hut we 
need to give a little more. Eric 1s 
~•x-foot-tcn. and a lot of tnncs we 
~land around waiting for hnn to 
rebound the hall and we can't do 
that." 
Abo adding to the Blue and 
Gold's demise were the 19 
untimely turnovers committed. 
"Any turnovers arc too many 
turnover~." Pitcher said. 
Sophomore guard Ryan 
Balllford, Ithaca's second-leading 
~corer, inJurcd 111s right elbow in 
practice Monday. hut started 
Tuesday's game. 
With 16 minutes remaining in 
the contest, Bamford aggravated 
the injury. 
"The trarncrs arc not IOO per-
cent sure tf its tcndonitis or what 
11 is," Mullms said. 'Tm not 
hopeful I' II have hnn for Friday 
mght. It's one of those things only 
rest will take care of. The ohjcc-
11vc 1~ to get him hack for second 
semester." 
Two of the three Bomber wins 
calllc over winless Kcuka. In tire 
latest episode, on Thursday, Dec. 
4, Ithaca won hy four. The Blue 
and Gold frnished with their hcst 
~lmot1ng perfonnancc of the sea-
son. dra1111ng shot~ 51 percent of 
the time. 
Thmg~ do not get any easier 
for the Bombers, who face 
regional powcrhou~c St. 
Lawrence on Friday. Mullins said 
his team needs to put the Cortland 
loss bchmd 11. 
··For the next two <lay~. we arc 
not going to thmk about St. 
Lawrence at all. we arc going to 
think about Ithaca," he ~aid." 
To he \UCcc~~tul. Ithaca ha~ to 
conquer 1nclm~1stcnt rcbound111g 
,rnd ,hooting. clcmcnh of 1h 
game which have not been ~tcllar 
yet thl\ ,ca\<lll 
pe~l-.y R~·d Pr.1g,111~ did pull with-
111 four p,,mh ,111,· 111111u1~· into the 
~enmd h.111. l1 111 lth.1,·.1 1.111 off the 
ne,t 11111,· p,,mh .. rnd from that 
pn1111 ,,11. l\111l.md did not get 
doSL'r th.Ill ~.·, ,·11 p,1111ts. 
"l\,rtl.md ,,111 ah\ay~ give us 
.1 g,tlllL' ... Pt 11d1,ud said. "Neither 
team r~ e, L'I' g11111g lo quit. They 
cert.uni~ gave us all we could 
handle tomght." 
The fundamentally-sound 
Bomber attack resembles a sec-
ond ba~cman wh<'l properly hunts 
the runner 11110 scoring position. 
lth;1ca made 65 percent of its free 
throws in the second half, com-
pared to 54 percent for the Red 
ERGI 
Dragons, a disparity which pre-
vented Cortland from inching 
hack into the game. 
"Cortland 1s always a tough 
game because of the rivalry,'' said 
McGowan, aided by junior guard 
Jen Cotton's 10 points and junior 
forward Jenn Colby's eight points 
and six rebounds. "All that mat-
ters when we meet is which team 
gets the job done." 
Due to hard work, the 
Bombers are finding the gaps, 
painting the comers and hitting 
the ball on the sweet spot. 
Sunday. led by McGowan's 21 
points, Ithaca dismantled Alfred 
77-54. Thursday, Dec. 4, the 
team froze Keuka 86-54. 
"Each game we find some-
thing else new we have to work 
on,'' junior guard Shannon Cotton 
said. "[Each player) is working 
on individual things. We arc 
working on a lot of team things. 
and a lot of offenses so we will be 
ready for anything opponents 
throw at us." 
"Our first goal was to win our 
opening tournament, and our next 
goal l is] to go undefeated," 
McGowan said. 
If the Bombers can round the 
bases, they could create a streak 
that even Cal Ripken would 
appreciate. 
The Ithacan/Emily DeWan 
Sophomore crew member Brendan Corcoran rows to raise money at Friday's Erg-A-Thon. The 
event was sponsored by the Ithaca College crew teams and the American Heart Association. 
Women's aquatics continues rampage with wins 
By John Davis 
lth,1can Staff 
The women·~ swimn11ng and 
d1V1ng team (6-0) ~taycd perfect 
with a 141-86 victory over 
o~wcgo Tue~day 111ght. Junior~ 
Carol rne Arpc, Renee Hclhok. 
and Dar... Porterfield all won mul-
tiple event~ for the Bomber~. 
Porterfield won the 200-yard 
frcc~ty le. 200-yard rnd1 vidual 
med Icy and the I 00-yard 
freestyle. 
Arpc contnhutcd to the victo-
ry, wrnnmg the I 00-yard fly and 
the 100-yard back, whrlc Hclhok 
~ct a new ~chool record III the 
I ,()()()-yard frcc~tyle and also won 
the SO-yard freestyle. 
"It felt real good [breakrng the 
~chool record]," Hclbok said. "I 
fell ~trong tonight." 
The Bombers domrnatcd 
o~wego, ~"-····p111g the top three 
~poh in four races: the 200-yard 
freestyle, 200-yard ind1v1dual 
medley, I0IJ-yard fly and the 
I 00-yard free ,tylc. 
With three out of 13 cvcnb 
left, the Bombers led 141-43 At 
that pornt, they cxhibit1oncd the 
1,,~t three race~. 
If the women hadn't exhrhr-
tioncd the last three events, they 
would have won the meet 166-54 
"In the last three events, we let 
~omc people swim events they 
nom1ally wouldn't have swam,'' 
· head coach Paula Miller said. 
Over the weekend, the swim-
mers placed first out of a 12-tcam 
field in the Franklin and Marshall 
Invitational. Hclhok and 
Porterfield led the Bomber attack. 
"In the invitational, we 
showed our depth,'' Hclhok said. 
"We only won one event, hut 
~omchody placed in every event." 
Hclbok placed first in the 500-
yard frc~stylc, ~ccond rn the 
I 00-yard freestyle and third in the 
200-yard freestyle, while 
Porterfield placed second in the 
200-yard freestyle and third in the 
1650- and 500-yard freestyles. 
Sophomore Jen Souder placed 
third in the 100-yard brenststroke 
with a time of I :09.82. ; 
Also over the weekend, the 
Bombers sent three divers to the 
invitational, senior Mary Ann 
Soprano and freshmen Melissa 
DcLoffi and Emily Schweitzer. 
The Bombers now take 36 
days off before their next meet. 
During winter break, the team 
will travel to Florida to prepare 
for the remainder of the season. 
which begins Jan. 14, with a 
home meet against Genesco. 
"I think [against Genesco] we 
will be physically drained from 
winter training, hut we will be 
closer as a family because of all 
the time we will be spending 
together," Porterfield said. 
"Overall, I think we will be better 
than we arc now." 
After break, the team has three 
dual meets and one invitational 
left hcforc postscason. The 
Bombers host Genesco on Jan. 14 
and travel to Springfield on 
Jan. 17. 
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By The Numbers 
Women's Swimming and Diving (6-0) 
Saturday, 12/6 
Franklin & Marshall Invitational 1st 
Tuesday, 12/9 
Ithaca def. Oswego 141-86 
Women's Basketball (5-o) 
Thursday, 1214 
Ithaca def. Keuka 86-54 
Sunday, 12/7 
Ithaca def. Alfred 77-54 
Tuesday, 12/9 
Ithaca def. Cortland 61-47 
Men's Basketball(3-2) 
Thursday, 1214 
Ithaca def. Keuka 79-75 
Tueday, 12/9 
Cortland def. Ithaca 76-52 
Men's Swimming and Diving (3-3) 
Saturday, 12/6 
Franklin & Marshall Invitational 5th 
Tuesday, 12/9 
Ithaca def. Oswego 144-90 
GAME OF THE WEEK· 
Women's Basketball 
vs. WIiiiam Smith 
Tuesday, 1/20 
The Bombers will have their hands 
full after break when they face rival 
William Smith, who defeated them 
twice last season. The Herons ended 
Ithaca's dreams of a national champi-
onship on March 8 when they defeat-
ed the Bombers, 81-57. The second-
round appearance in the NCAA 
Division Ill women's basketball cham-
pionship was the first-ever for Ithaca. 
Graduation on the South Hill did not 
hurt the senior-less 1996-97 squad. 
Junior tri-captain Margo McGowan, a 
forward who leads the Blue and Gold 
offense, will battle with tough Heron 
forwards under the boards. 
Wrestling (l-0l 
Saturday, 12/6 
RIT Invitational 
Wednesday, 12/10 
Ithaca def. Oswego 
3rd 
21-13 
Athlete of the Week by week 
Sept. 4 Kim Mccrossen - Field 
Hockey (three points vs. Houghton) 
Sept. 11 Jill Finochio - Volleyball 
(111 assists in Rutgers Tournament) 
Sept. 18 Jessica DiManno - Women's 
Soccer (nine points in three games) 
Sept. 25 Guillermo lladoy - Men's 
Soccer (two goals vs. RIT) 
Oct. 2 Mike O'Donovan - Football 
(three touchdowns at Alfred) 
Oct. 9 Jaimie Daniello - Women's 
Tennis (6-0 vs. Cortland and Oneonta) 
Oct. 23 Lindy West - Women's 
Soccer (50 saves in three games) 
Oct. 30 Chuck Thornton - Football 
(eight receptions, 130 yds, one touch-
down vs. American International) 
Nov. 6 Tim Myslinski - Football (nine 
tackles, one sack vs. Hobart) 
Nov. 13 Heidi Nichols - Volleyball (27 
kills, 19 blocks in Inter-Region Classic) 
Nov. 20 Chris Lucci - Men's Soccer 
(nine saves, shutout vs. Rochester in 
Northeast Regional Playoffs) 
Nov. 27 Ryan Bamford - Men's 
Basketball (24 points, four steals vs. 
New Paltz) 
h--_(. . ; ·] 
Ithaca at Cortland: 
~ 
Player Reb. Ast. Pts. 
Eric Pitcher 7 1 25 
Pat Britton 2 3 8 
Brendan Killeen 7 1 7 
Robert Monahan 2 1 7 
Ryan Bamford 1 2 3 
Mike Gus 1 0 2 
CQ!:lland 
Player Reb. Ast. Pts. 
Jeff Moesch 5 4 11 
Greg Georges 2 3 11 
Claude Sharpe 3 1 10 
Ryan Hayes 2 2 8 
Adam Blauweiss 2 1 8 
1st Half 2nd Half Total 
Ithaca 26 26 52 
Cortland 40 36 76 
aram~t~:~1 
Ithaca at Cortland: 
Jttlilg 
Player Reb. Ast. Pts. 
Margo McGowan 13 1 17 
Jen Cotton 1 1 10 
Jenn Colby 6 1 8 
Shari Wilkins 7 0 6 
Olivia Weale 2 1 6 
Colleen Cleary 0 0 4 
CQl:llaod 
Player Reb. Ast. Pts. 
Kristie Meyer 4 1 10 
Leslie Titus 3 0 9 
AbbeA Crossett 3 0 8 
Tara uckh 4 1 6 
Shonna Sargent 2 3 6 
1st Half 2nd Half Total 
Ithaca 26 35 61 
Cortland 20 27 47 
THE (TIIACAN 23 
Compiled by 
Dan Abbott 
Dara Porterfield 
Women's Swimming 
Junior Dara 
Porterfield scored 
a "hat trick" 
Tuesday against 
Oswego. 
Porterfield finished 
first in the 200-
yard freestyle, the 
200-yard individual 
medley and the 
100-yard freestyle. 
Her strong pertor-
mances helped the undefeated 
Bombers move past Oswego, 141-86. 
1n:tr.-"·~·/~~~·-;.:.:: I • • r 1.,/ , , ~-~-:1--··-; ~'!;t:f" .. .-·.;,"-4::;:::;.· 
Friday, 12/12 
Wrestling at Buffalo 5 p.m. 
Women's Basketball vs. St. 
Lawrence 6 p.m. 
Men's Basketball vs. St. Lawrence 
8 p.m. 
Saturday, 1/17 
Wrestling at Lycoming• 9 a. m. 
Men's Swimming and Diving 
at Rensselaer Invitational 12 p.m. 
Women's Swimming and Diving 
at Springfield 1 p.m. 
Gymnastics at Springfield 1 p.m. 
Women's Basketball at Utica 2 p.m. 
Men's Basketball at Utica 4 p.m. 
Tuesday, 1/20 
Women's Basketball vs. William 
Smith 6 p.m. 
Men's Basketball vs. Binghamton 
8 p.m. 
Wednesday, 1/21 
Gymnastics at Cortland 7 p.m. 
* Division Ill National Dual Wrestling 
Championship 
I _ .. 
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Warmin9 up 
There's no better way to stay warm than to snuggle up with a friend as discovered by Sharon Weinberg '00 and Jessrca 
Asen '00. Both found that keeping warm was a necessity for a good nap. 
The iclJ cold has 
set in, and 
~tler1Jone has a 
different UlalJ of 
dealinlJ with th_e 
fri9id tempera-
tures. Here are 
some ideas that 
one Ithacan 
photo9rapher 
found especialllJ 
effectitle. 
What's the best way to keep warm on campus? Visit the greenhouse 
in the New Science Bulldlng, where summer Is always In season. 
Photos htJ 
Laura ·Sie9el 
Students like Robin Schelb '00, forced to stay Inside due to bad ·•ether, amoke 
In their rooms because there are no public Indoor 1moklng areu for ltudenta. 
Even the ducks long for aummer's wanJ1th this winter. They spend 1 ... time In 
the cold water and Icy winds of the Chapel pond and more time In the warmer 
bushes along the walls of Textor Hall. 
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